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Preface

The changing conception of the role of women in terms of individual,
familial, community, national, and international dimensions is essentially an
expression of fundamental human rights. It is a long-overdue recognition of
each woman's right to self-valuation and independence and of the essential o
contribution'women,as a group at community, national, and international levels
can and do make tb the quality of human lire and the process of development.

Its implications are immensely complex and far-reaching, ultimately involving a

restructuring of attitudes, expectations, and opportunities at all levels of
participation and in all areas of human life.

This packet of materials cannot and does not attempt to cover all dimensions

equally; rather it is designed to help the secondary school teacher present the
broad context of women's current condition and to clarify the underlying issues

by focusing on the specific situation confronting women in the Third World
countries. Suggestions are included throughoUti- particularly in they sheet
Suggestions for Introductory Activities, or "What does it mean for de ?" and in
the bibliography for incorporating and utilizing data drawn rom-the United

States in general and the students' own lives in particular/The materials
attempt to demonstrate the complexities underlying the changes sought, to identify

factors that must be considered in programs of self and national development if

women are to be able to participate equally at all levels and in all areas, and

to emphasize the instrumental role women can and do play once they have the

opportunity to participate.

It is hoped that these materials will communicate:

1. The origina of the traditional role definitions and limited options available

to women within each cultural context that have kept them from participating

equally with men at all levels and in all'areas of activity.

The complex relationships between different aspects of life - economic,

social, cultural, psychological - that tend to support traditional patterns
of rale definition and that can facilitate or inhibit individual and/or

group response to innovation and change.

3. The broad dimensions of women's present access to and participation in

legal, civic, economic, and political spheres in the context of United

Nations action to promote the advancement of women.

4. The role of UNICEF and other specialized agencies (UNESCO, FAO, ILO, WHO)

in the advancement of women with particular Leference to a realistic

recognition of and concern for their capacity, opportunity, and willingness

to' participate in development.

The niaterials can be used in several curric,Ilum areas : social studies/area

studies, contemporary studies, human rights, women's studies, family life, studies

of social chinge and international.organizations.
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Although it seems a reasonable assumption that'the topic of changing women's
roles is immediately relevant to secondary school students, if such an assumption
is to provide the motivation for involveuent and learning, it needs to be made
both substantive and concrete. Depending on the nature of the school and
community and on the specific context and curriculum area being treated in the
classroom, different activities will be more or less appropriate; whatever the
context, activities should involve and,make explicit students' own attitudes and
expectations of their own role options and the implications for them of different
opportunities, expectations, and norms for males and females. Thus'it is impor-
tant that both boys and girls be involved. (bee sheet: Suggestions for Intro-
ductory Activities or 'What does it mean'for me ?').

Sensitivity to the prevailing concepts of maleness and femaleness is partic-
ularly acute during the middle years of-secondary school in terms of each student's
sense of self, degree of confidence and peer group relations. While teachers'
need to be aware of these psychological pressures towards conformity to tradtional
role definitions and expectations, as it may affect individual students, it is
hoped that these materials will encourage exploration of alternatives by con-
sideration of the impact of traditional role definitions both at a distance and
for each class member, male,and female. In Margaret Mead's words, "Every time
we liberate a woman we liberate a man." Any one of the survey actiyities included
in ISunestions for Introductory Activities, or What does it mean for me
could provide the motivation for boys to involve themselves fully. A survey of
the time spent-in school reading texts by and/or about men as opposed to texts
by and/or about women might underline the need/ratioaale fpr attempting a more
balanced view of a world that is in actuality approximately 50/50.

Once students are involved personally and have begun to explore questions
about underlying issues, they can be encouraged to consider data over a wider
area, to consider lives and societies other than their own.

Materials in the packet cover three general areas:

1. Facts and figures outlining the brold pattern of Women's present situation
in all spheres of activity, particularly in terms of equality of opportunity.

2. Reports and case studies of the usual situation of many women in Third world
countries in the context of social and economic development, and some specific
programs concerned with the further advancement of vomen.

3. Excerpts and comments concerning problems created by attitudes., norms and
values that frequently reinforce traditional role definitions and inhibit
effective change, particularly with respect to development. (though this area
can be equally appropriate as an area of study in relation to the United
States.

Questions, statements, and suggestions for classroom activities are organized

around these three dimensions:

1. Women - Equality of Opportunity.

2. Women - Participation in Development.

3. Women - Traditions, Attitudes, Ideas.

%.*



These suggest:on sheets can be-used with the meter 4. In a variety of ways
but are designed particularly to demonstrate'dif2erent fillensions and approaches

to the problem, to provide a variety of Points of deTartnre for inquiry and
research, and to facilitate group work that can be organized in a variety of
ways. Other possibilites might include role play and simulation activities.

In some cases. the interests of the students or the nature of the course or
curriculim may indicate that a more appropriate approach would be by area or
country.' Questions and activities listed can easily be adapted to this approach; 4_,-.7:
several of the articles are specifically related to culture areas or countries
and many such others are listed in the"bibliography.

With the designation of 1975 as International Women's Year by the U.N. there
has been a great increase in materials concerned with different aspects of
women's changing roles in both comparative and' regional context, offering two
different perspectives. The first type focuses on equality of opportunity and
the continuing discrepancy between de lure and de facto situations in the
context of the work of the U.N. Commission on.the Status of Women, which has been
concerned with the rights.and rolesof women as individuals. Some reports and
articles emphasize the complex interrelationship of the factors inhibiting both
individual End group change, with particular reference to traditional values
and attitudo..r.3 no la:.^,-1r necessarily congruent with changing couditions.but still
powerfully reinforcing trad--.tional ,roles, expectations, `and discrimination ' The
second perspective, concerned with the role of women as a group in development,
particularly in the context of program policy and implementatioof the .

specialized agencies, emphasizes the problems confronting women in developing
countries add the urgent need for programs grounded in their "felt needs" and

t
taking into account women's roles both as mothers and home-makers d often as
subsistence and/or market producers. Thes4 reports and studies ge erallylimit '

their discussion to the specific situation and problems of women as'a group in
the developing,world, tending to empha0e the need for an upgrading of the
status of women's traditional roles rather than advocating a reversal or re-
structuring of the roles of men and women.

The introduction to Ennal Rights for Women - A Call for Action, (see bibliog-
raphy) describes the realities and needs expressed in these two different per-
spectives:

" A new era for women has begun, In a rapidly changirg world, more
and more women show unwillingness to accept the subordinate, passive;
or r,..5trict64 rnle p1ry,:d by wo,r:en thtoughout histbry ix, most societies.
Th?y on -.LI to all d).1minniDry laws anti -pc.?cics in-which
thay t14-v-,%,!:Js and their conteworaries as the victims; they seek.

the to have an equ51 part with men in attempting to create
a hatLer world for all and too participate actively in the development
of their countries.

While srme cry out in anr,er_agqinst injustice and inequality, there
are millions of cv:her w .:n whose voice may not be heard, but Soho are
forced into a life of misery, overburdened by constant childbearing,
po..orty, c.vorwork and ill health. Often they may be found in the rural
areas and among the world's millions-of illiterates.(most of whom are

women). "
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And a description of one moment at the U.N.'s World Population Conference
in Bucharest in August 1974 gives this dichotomy concrete form:

"," Interrupting a Western speakee.at the U.N. World ConferenCe in
Bucharest last autumn, an indignant Nigerian woman rose to her feet.
She explained thrt she sympathized with the frustiations,of a woman
Ph.D. unable try find:meaningful' employment. But such problems were
a far cry from the much more basic fines of the women in her region,
where a major concern, for example, is how to get water without: having

to walk three miles..

For the vast majority of African women who do 60 - 807. of the rural
work of their continent, a goal such as 'equal pair for equal*workl
remains a remote and irrelevant,dream, while the smallest technological
advance - a new timesaving plow, for example - represents a major step
forward. The rural woman of Africa works an estimated 16-hour day to
supply her family with fuel and water, to bartet food in local markets,
to store and process food for arid seasons,and to work in the fields.

She bears an"avarage -of 5 - 7,.childzen in her-lifetime and resumes her
normal work immediately after childbirth. For the rural woman, this is

life. " (Susan Kedglev, in Ms. Magazine, Jarman, 1974.)

It is with the latter group that UNICEF is chiefly concerned, thus it is to their
contributions, needs, and changing 'conditions that these materials are partic-

ularly directed. But it is important that students should understand that the
issue and concern underlying both groups demands and needs is the same : a

respect for human rights and a belief in the equal worth and value of each

:individual as a,huMan being.

The increasing recognition of women's equal worth and of both their actual
and potential contribution, given worldwide visibility for International

Women's Year and the continuing debate around the issue of women's liberation
and the progress of the Equal Rights Amendment in the United States, should

generate in the media a continuous coverage of different aspects of the situation.

Every opportunity should be made to encourage studentb to watch for and bring

in such material for classroom use and to continually direct their attention to

the relevance of the issue in their *awn lftes, to the connections between their

lives and those of others, and'between classroom learning and their experience

in the "real world" outside.

The difl!erentikind'S of material.in this package can be used in a variety of

ways? to raise questions, to provoke discussion, to provide data f' hypothesis

formation. With access to such a variety of materials and data, it would br
useful for students to develop some form of evidence sheets or comparison
charts, to collate and organize data, to raise significant questions and suggest

significant relationships, and to validate or reject hypotheses they may develop.
Most U.N. reports comment on the scarcity of statistical data about many,if not

most, aspects of-women's lives and of other reliable data of any kind. The

materials do provide some comparative data and indicate where more may be found.

Before students begin to deal with the complexity and variety of data in the

materials, it might be worthwhile in terms of motivation, development, and
P practice of the necessary skills to work first with data generated from their

own experience in pursuing a problem or question they have raised about the

issue of women's role(s) as it applies to themselves. (See sheet: Suggestions

for Introductor Activities or What does it meap for me?).,"



0 Su estions for Introducto Activities'or What Does it Mean for Me?

Activities might include any/some/even all of the following:'

1: SURVEYS of a) a variety of media (school texts, newspapers, TV programs,
advertisements, magazines, movies etc.) for quick analysis

of male/female differences in:

(1) ,frequency of occurrency as main subject;

(2) context in which each sex, is mentioned;

(3) descriptive vocabulary,used with each.

b) school course offerings and 'enrollments by sex.

c) class or school -wide career choices by sex.

d) class or school-wide plans for further education by sex.

e) Parents' educationallevels by sex.

f) school distribution of teacher /administrator positions

by sex.

g) out-of-school interests in terms of participation by sex.

h) elementary school children's ideas about jobs, school

subjects, activities, toy preferences by sex.

Having collected some data it might be useful to structure interpretation

and discussion around the following statement made by Mrs. Helvi Sipil

Assistant Secretary-General for Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs,

and highest ranking woman at the U.N.:

"Equality between men and'women does not exist. It is still

often, a great disadvantage to be born a female." 1

. II. DISCUSSION/DEBATE around such statements as.

"A woman's place is in the home."

"A woman's work is never done."

"Women always run to extremes. They are either better or worse than men."
(Jean de La Bruyere, 164014696)

"It is less difficult for a woman to become celebrated for genius than

to be forgiven for it." (La Fontaine, 1621=1695)

"A man must know how to defy opinion, a woman how to submit to it."

(Mme, de Stael, 1766-1817)
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"Every time ne liberate a woman we liberate
or other commonly heard opinions wich as:.

a man!" (Margaret. Mead, 1901--)

. Women are more faithful than men.
Men are stronger than women:
Women are happiest st.home.
Girls are less aggressive than boys.
Boys cry,less often than girls.,
Women are more talkative than men. .

It's more important for a woman to.be pretty
Women are more emotional.,
Men ere more logical.
Women are better with children than men.
Women should teach, cook, raise children.
Men should be doctors, lawyers, scientists.

0-

than smart.

Students plight make their own list from survey data or use such opinions
to develop questionnaires that would assess attitudes of peers, adults,
yoUng children' to role definitions. Analysis rand interpretation of-these
surveys and discussion of attitudes and opinions given above could be
usefully structured around questions that probe for underlying issues:

c;;'!

Why are these ideas/attitudes so.prevalent? C.

HOw are they learned?

Do they seem to ,serve a purpose?

What happens if we try. to change them?

What and the consequences for a society"if men and,women are equal?

Why do we always talk of women as mothers and rarely of men as fathers?.

III. ROLE PLA''/.

Have students try out oppogipe sex roles. For example, GHETTO (distributed
by Bnbbs-Merrill, Indianapolis, Indiana) is a simulation game in which
players try to maximize the "life chances" of, ten ghetto residents. Assign
the male roles to female students, and female roles. to male students. Every
round male students,now "risk pregnancy" by .throwing a die and must change
their time allocation to provide supervision for their children. .

Footnote:

1
Delegates World Bulletin, February 10, 1975, Volume 15, p.3.
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...women are, not d'minority group in any country but on the contrary

constitute half...:the total,population most couAtries.,They, are in

fact half of the people who make up 'the world. as a whole. Nevertheless
throughout history And in-varying degrees and through different mani-.
festations they have not been in a position,to give their best to the
service of theif countries and of. humanity.

It is not possible to speak of the equal rights.of men and women, or
of the elimination of discrimination against women in any field, with-
out taking into account the respective_ roles of men and women and the
nature of the responsibilities each has been ectected to assume.

o

The many problems involved in the realization of the goal of equal
rights of men and women....are far from easy of solution. They require

(ifundamental changes, not only in law, but also in social customs and
beliefs which go far back in history; and consequently they must be
approached from many different angles." 1

What reasons are suggested here for the traditional inequality of'opportunity
of women? Is any one reason put forward as being most significant? Is any one

reason put forward as being most'significant? What is the significance of°"the
respeCtive roles.of men and women" here, and how would you define them? For your

country, for other Countries? Individually list your own different role expecta-
tions.' (Kinds of behavior you expect of and for yourself as a male/female.) By

working in groups, can you together develop a common list in order of priority?
Are all lists equally acceptable to the class as a whole? Does your priority for
woman's role derive from her biological capacity to bear children? Does your

pridrity for man's role derive from his biological capacity to '"father" children?

A further extract.from Margaret Bruce's report concerning the U.Nt. and the
status of women states:

"The root cause of most forms of4discrimination,practiced against women,
may be traced, to women's traditional role in the family, and perhaps to
an unconscious fear - of many women as well as men - that the family may
be endangered if the traditional role is substantially changed."

Is-this supported by your own list of role priorities? In reviewing reports
from governments, the Commission on the Status of Women said that one of,the, major
obstacles.to full realization of women's rights is "the2traditional concepts of
roles of.men and women in the family and in society."

"Why do we always talk of women as mothers and never of men as fathers?" U.N.

reports stress that the laws and practices of ..a country must "compensate women
for the handicapslthey possess as a result of. their social function of maternity

and motherhood.' 4 In other words, they must recognize the contribution many
women as mothers already make (a recent estimate suggests that an American house-

wife's work is worth about $160 per week ) and make it possible for all women to
have access to eual opportunity in all fields of activity outside the home.
Do you agree or disagree? Why?



Read carefully through The Declaratinn'on the Elimination of Discrimination
ag ainst Women. Does this.seem to jeop:-....zo or safegmard the family as the basic

unitof soeiety? Are any articles expecially concerned with this? What measure

does -it suggest must be undertaken to ensure women 'access to equal'opportunity

and to ensure the Well-being of the family as a whole?

The Declaration has been accepted by all U.N. members, but it is not bind1ng.

. 1)6, you-know which countries halie ratified any of the International Conventions
designed to give the different provisions the weight of.law?, (See. Equal 2Lights

for Women - A Call for Action.) How about the United States? Ip the principle

of equal rights with regard to sex in the. Constitution? ..(Article 2.)

, y .

Working with extracts from the document me Situation and Status of Women
Today: SoMe Essential Facts: 5 .

4
. , .

,
.

. 0

1. Outline the areas where equal participation aild opportunity do,
not yet exist. Can you present the dimensione of the problem in
general, or for one area .in particular, in some diagramatic.form? :.

A

'2. Are the 'problems mentioned 1.n each are of participation dc all s

similar, or very different? To what extent are they related '(:)

traditional role definitions?

3. What seems to be the et significant differences in the situation

of women in'the deve. Ang countries and women in developed co
countries? Cad you begin to draw some general conclusions?

Using Milestones Towards EmanciObtion,
6 list countrie in order as women

obtained the vote. What _is most surprising about this? It might be interesting

to run a qnick,poll of a random group of people to find'out when mast assume

women got the right to vote in the United States. Be sure to let them know the

actual date;. you might record their reaction to this.

Using the comments on women and work,
7 compile the statistics given in,an

easily readable' form. Are there any patterns or surprises in tens of regional

area or developed/developing country differences? You might want to compare

these figures with those from your class survey concerning work choices (See

Suggestions for Introductory Activities or What Does it Mean to Me?) To what

extent do "men,ts work/women's work" stereotypes seem td influence choices? A

quick survey of advertisements on television or in-magazines could eve to
identify most typical stereotypes.

8

Before reading Teenage Girl: Her ProbleMs'and Prospects, write a short

outline for an article of the same title with reference to.yourselves and.your

own problems and prospects. To what extent are your.proplems and prospects -

related to inequality of opportunity with boyb/g tIs your.age'Pnd/or traditional

attitudes towards, role definitions and expectations?

Now read the article and list the chief .problems and prospects for a teenage

girl in the developing world. To what extent are her prOblems'and prospects
related to traditional attiEnded towards female roles and expectations and/or

inequality of opportunity? What conclusions might you draw from a comparison.of

the two Hats?' _ 4
'

_10
s

0.
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Inequality exists rick only betveeo ctq women and between women in different

socieqes, but also between women in the oalau so_iety. 'Read the article Wind of

Change 'abort women in Latin America. To what traditionally male dominated areas
eif work have women been reIatiyely successful in some parts of Latin America?,
Where.they are given, What are the comparative figures for the U.g.? What fattors

seem,to'undeiline relative success? social class? place of living? levels

and access to higher education ?) Are those factors interrelated? And whom do

they exclude? How do these factors affecting access to opportunity for women in
Latin America compare to those you noted for yourself(ves) ns compared to those

-mentioned in the article The Teenage Girl: Enr Problems and Prospects?

Footnotes:

1
Margaret K. Bruce,' Asbistant Director; Division of Human Right's: Section

of the Status of Women, Report.on the Work of the b.N. Relating to the Status
of Women:

2
"t; ual,Rights for Women-A Call for Actipn" Office'of Public Information,

United Nations, (0P1/494)

'1Equal Ray for'Equal Work", Public Inquiries,
December 196$4.. (F/CN.6/519) .

4
New York Times, March 10, 1974.

\
5,
Centerfor Economic and Social'Information Notes, United Nations,

'(OPI/CFSI Notes-IWy/15).

6-
UNESCO Couriet, March ,1975.

.
United .NatiOns, ILO Notes,

co,

UNICEF News°479, 1974/1.

9 World Health, January 1975.
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THE UNITED NATIONS DECLAEATION ON; THE ELIMINATION

OF DISCRIMINATION AGA:MST WOMEN

Introduction

The Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination against Women was

adopted by the General Assembly on 7 November 1967. The Declaration sets

forth the principles of rights for women on equal terms with men and calls

for measures to guarantee their implementation.

The work on the Declaration Vegan in 1963 when the General Assembly
noted that there still remained considerable discrimination against women,
in fact if not in law, and asked the Commission on the Status of Women to

prepare a draft Declaration aimed at eliminating such discrimination. The

draft text, which the Commission adopted in March 1966, was considered by

the Assembly that year and sent back to the-Commission for 'further review

in the light of additional proposals and Assembly di3cussiens. The Commis-

sion adopted a revised text in March 1967 to which the" Assembly gave high

priority nt its twenty-second session. After accepting the recommendations

'of its Third Committee for further amendments to the revised text, th'
Assembly adopted the. Declaration.

The Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimination against Uom2n repre-

sents a milestone in the work of the United Nations to promote equal rights

forc'men and women in accordance with the provisions of the Charter and.the
principles set forth in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the
International Covenaiits on Human Rights. The Commission on the States of

Women may be expected in the future to concentrate its efforts on securing

the full implementation of the Declaration through all the means available

to it. The Commission recognizes that a first step in this direction is to

spread knowledge of the provisions of the petlaration and full understanding

of ;their meaning among men and women. throughout the world.

fa U

DeoThre:ion on the Elimination of Discrimination dainst Women

The General Assembly,

Considering that the Peoplesof-the United Nations have, in the Chprter,,

reaffirmed'their faith in fundamental human rights, in the dignity and worth

of the human person and in the equal rights of men and Women, ^

Considering that the Universal Declaration of Human Rights asserts the

principle of non-discrimination and proclaims that all huMan beings''are born

,free and eqvial in dignity and, rights and_that everyone is entitled.to all the

rights and freedoms set forth therein, without distinction ofany kind, includes

ing any distinction as tai sex,
41



Taking into account the resolutions, declarat7nns,conventions end recom0
mendations of the United Nations and the specialized agencies designed to elimate
all forms of discrimination and to promote equal rights for. men and women,

Concerned that, despite the Charter of the United Nations, the'Universal
Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenants on Human Rights and
other instruments of the United Nations and the specialized agencies and despite
the progress made in the matter of equality of rights, there continues to exist

considerable discrimination against women, 72, 4

Considering that discrimination against women is incompatible with human
dignity and with the welfare of the family and of society, prevents their par-
tiCipation, on equal terms with men), in the political, social economic, and

'cultural life of theirgbuntries and\is an obstacle to the fufl development of

the potentialities of women in the service of their countries and of humanity,

Bearing in mind the great contribution made by women to social, political,
economic and cultural life and the part they play in the family and particularly

in the rearing of children,

Convinced that the full and complete development of a country, the welfare

of the world and the cause of peace require the maximum participation of women

as well as men in all fieldi,

Considering that it is necessary 'to ensure the universal recognition in

law and in fact of the principle of equality of men and women,

Solemnly proclaims this Declaration:

Article 1

DeacriMinationagainst women, denying or limiting as it does their equality

of, rights with men, is fundamentally unjust and constitutes an offence against

human dignity/

Article 2

All appropriate measures shall be taken to abolish existing laws, customs,

regulations and practices which are discriminatory against women, and to es-

tablish adequate legal protection for equal Tights of men and women; in partic-

Ulan
(a) The principle of equality of,rights shall be embodied in the consti-

tution or otherwise guaranteed by law;
(b) The -international instrumentS of the United Nations and the specialized

agenCies relating go the elimination of discrimination'against women shall be

ratified or acceded to and fully implemented as'800n as practicable.
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Article 3

All appropriate measures shall be taken to educate public opinion and to

direct national aspirations towards the eradication of prejudice and the aboli-
tion of customary and all other practices which are based on the idea,of the

inferiority of women.

Article 4

All appropriate measures shall be taken to ensure to women on equal terms

with mien, without any discrimination:
(a) The right to vote in all elections and be eligible for electiOn to

all publicly elected bodies;
(b) The right to vote in all public referenda;
(c) The right to hold public office and to exercise all public functions.

Such rights shall be guaranteed by legislation.

Article 5

Women shall have the same rights as men to acquire, change or retain their

nationality. Marriage to an alien shall not automatically affect the notion-

ality of the wife either by rendering her stateless or by forcing upon her the

nationality of her husband.

Article 6

1. Without prejudice to the safeguarding of the unity and the harmony of

the family, which remains the basic unit of any society, all appropriate meas-

ures, particularly legislative measures, shall be taken to ensure to women,

married or unmarried, equal rights with men in the field of civil law, and in

particular:
(a) The right to acquire, administer, enjoy, dispose of and inherit

property, including property acquired during marriage;

(b) The right to equality in legal capacity and the exercise thereof;

(c) The same rights as men with regard to the laW on the movement of

persons.

' 2. All appropriate measures shall be taken to ensure the principle of

equality of status of the husband and wife, and in particular:

(a) Women shall have the same right as men to free choice of a spouse

and to enter into marriage only with their free and full consent; ,

(b) Women shall have equal rights with men during marriage and at its

dissolution. In all cases the interest of the children. shall be paramount;

(c) Parents.shall have equal frights and duties in matters relating to

their children. In all cases the interest of the children shall be paramount.

3. Child marriage and the betrothal of young girls before puberty shall

be prohibited, and effective action, including legislation, shall be taken

to specify a minimum age for marriage and to make the registration of marriages

in an official registry compu3sory.

; q



Lrticle 7

All provisions of penal codes which constitute discrimination against wcimen
shall be repealed.

Article 8

All appropriate measures, including legislation, shall be taken to combat
all forms of traffic in women and exploitation of prostitution of women.

Article 9

All appropriate measures shall be taken to ensure to girls and women,
married or unmarried, equal rights with men in education at all levels, and
in particular:

(a) Equal conditions of access to, and study in, educational institutions
of all types, including universities and vocational, technical and professic al
schools;

(b) The same choice of curricula, the same examinations, teaching staff
with qualifications of the same standard, and school premises and equipment of
the same quality, whether the institutions are.co-educational or not;

(c) Equal opportunities to benefit from scholarships and other study grants;
(d) Equal opportunities for access to programmes of continuing education,

including adult literacy programmes;
(e) Access to eaucational inform tion to help in ensuring the health and

well-being of familiea.

Article 10

1. All appropriate measures shall be taken'to ensure to women, married or
unmarried, equal rights with men in the field of economic and social life, and

in particular:
(a) The right, without discrimination on grounds of marital status or any

other grounds, to receive vocational training, to work, to free choice of pro-
fession and employment, and to professional and vocational advancement;

(b) The right to equal remuneration with men and to equality of treatment

in respect of work of equal value;
(c) The right to leave with pay, retirement privileges and provision for

security in respect of unemployment, sickness, old age or other incapacity to

work;
(d) The tight to receive family allostances on equal terms with men.

c2, A
2. In order to'prevent discrimination against women on account of marriage

or maternity and to ensure their effective right to work, measures shall be
taken to prevent their dismissal in ne event of marriage or maternity and to
provide paid maternity leave, with the guarantee of returning to former employ-
ment, and to ' provide the necessary social services, including child-care

facilities.

1 t)
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3. Measures taken to protect women in ce_cala types of work, for reasons
inherent in their physical nature, shall not be regarded as discriminatory.

Article 11

1. The principle of equality of rights of men and women demands implemen-
tation in all States in accordance with the principles of the Charter of the
United Nations and of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights.

2. Governments, non-governmental organizations and individuals are urged,
therefore, to do all in their power to promote the implementation of the prin-
ciples contained in this Declaration.

I t;
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THE SITUATION AND STATUS OF WOMEN TODAY:
SOME ESSENTIAL FACTS

The laws of nations have been, and are, being changed, to accord women equal
rights with men in political, economic, social and family life. Age old tradi-

tions, attitudes and practices are slow to change however, and the gap between

law and reality remains very wide.

Moreover, statistics- are-lackingi_or are inadequate to give a complete and

accurate picture of Women's contribution to society. The work of the subsisi:ence

farm worker who toils from morning to night may not even be counted despite the
crucial role she plays in food production in many parts of the world. The

contribution of the housewife to the national economy is not measured or recogr.
nized by the economist and national planner.

Some essential facts and figures follow, illustrating recent trends in the
situation of women.

Legal situation

The trend towards the improvement.of the legal position of women has
accelerated markedly in recent years, and the principle of equal rights of men
and women has now been recognized and written into the basic laws of many

countries. While, in some instances, formal legal equality has existed since
the early part of this century (e.g., Nordic and Eastern European countries), in"

most cases major changs have taken place only since 1945.

In the field of civil law, however,and especially family law, the principle

of equality has not yet won universal acceptance although there have been
noticeable trends in that direction in recent years. Recent or current reforms

have done away witirLlegislation which was discriminatory against women and
several countries have enacted laws with the'aim of achieving a more equitable
sharing of rights and responsibilities within the family. Laws enacted in some

countries (e.g.,*Srazil, France, the Ivory Coast, Luxembourg, Monaco) in the

past two decades reveal, for example, discernible trends towards a more even-
hex A partnership of the spouses in decision-making; towards more equitable

sharing by both spouses of the family expenses, based on the earning ability of

each; towards a more equitable sharing, at the time the marriage is dissolved,

of the assets acquired during marriage (e.g., Austria, Canada (various provinces),

France,"Monaco); towards the recognition of the work of the housewife as a
contribution to the assets of the family, assets which should be shared by the

spouses. (or their heirs) at the dissolution of marriage (e.g., eastern European

countries, and in the United Kingdom (since 1970)). Some countries, which had

not previously done so, adopted legislation recognizing the inheritance right of

the surviving, spouse (e.g., France), andIqual parental rights and duties, the

interest of the child being the paramount consideration. The latter included the

6rantin3 of full status as a parent to,the unmarried mother (e.g., Austria,

Sweden).



The laws of various countrfi.es (c'.7orce have been liberalized to

some extent. Divorce is now permitted. In ccun4les where previously it was not
recognized e.g.; Italy (since 1974), Monaco (since 1970). In Afghanisten,(since
1971) the wife now has the legal right to divorce under .certain conditions,
whereas, formerly, it was the excixsive 7rivilege of the husband. In other

,countries, divorce has been made much easier for both spouses than previously
(e.g., Sweden, the United States of America, (state of New York)).

In many countries, however, the husband is still recognized in law as the
"head of the faMily" and plays. the dominant role in the marriage relationship, the
wife being relegated to an inferior position with little or not legal say in
decisions affecting herself and other members of the family. The laws of some of

these countries may stipulate that the wife owes obedience to her hubband (e.g.,
Ethiopia, Jordan, Mali, Tunisia). She may need the authorization of her husband
or the court to exercise her legal capacity to coptract, sue and be sued (e.g.,

Ecuador,- Haiti, Mexico, the Philippines, Uruguay)': Her property rights may be

limited under the rules governing the property relations af the spouses. Her

right to work may be subject to the express or implied authorization of her
husband .(e.g., Burundi, Ecuador (only to engage in trade or industry), Mali
(to engage in trade)). In othercountrieS',, however, the law requires that the

wife owe obedience to her husband.

Despite the fact that modern legislative trends increasingly recognize the
importance of women's employment outside the home, from the viewpoint of'over-all

economic development as well as personal orlamily need, the role of homemaker is
still assigned primarily to the woman not only through tradition and social
custom but also in some instances in law, and she is expected to perform that
role without financial compensation during marriage. This may be explicitly

formulated in the-law (e.g., Mexico) or implied in various legal provisions

concerning maintenance of the wife and of the family's expenses when these are

the main responsibility of the husband.

Education and training

During the; early 1970s some progress, though slow, has been made through
educational measures to elminate prejudices and discriminatory attitudes based

on the idea of the inferiority of women. Changes have included curriculum reform,

° greater flexibility in the choice of subjects for both boys and girls (both, for

example; are now studying the same amount of Mathematics, sciences and home

economics in, some countries) and both are being educated in sex andlamily life.

A clear need has been identified to develop among school children at an early

age,a resistance to the idea of the inferiority of women.

Wherever illiteracy prevails, the percentage of illiterate females is always

higher than that of males. In 1969 the illiteracy rates were 33.5 per cent for

men and 44.9 per cent for women. By 1970 these were 28.0 per cent-and 40.3 per

cent,.respectively. In Africa and the Arab States which have the highest rates

the female illiteracy rate dropped from 88.5 to 83.7 per cent and from 90.7 to

85,7 per cent, respectively, in the same decade.

Despite the fact that special efforts have been made in many countries to

provide adult literacy classes, a much lower ratio of women than men have enrolled.

This is due mainly to such factors ac distance from schools, impracticability of

travelling by night, household chorer, early marriage outnoded bttitudes rald sheer

lack of a(6quate facilities, to serv:1/:e 4-171: number of illiterates. A remarkable

reduction in 'over -all howovt.-, was mace in one country (Cuba) during a

single year, 1961, from 72.2 to 319 per cent.

_I8
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Economic factort also play an j~:.2- ro7.o in determining whether a girl

attends schools The costs involved girls to school include not only

fees if education is not free but also purchase of books, lunches and clotAing,

as well as the loss of their labour at home or, in some cultures, the loss of the

bride price through the failure of a daughter to marry at an early age.

In general, the over -all educational picture reveals that girls and women

continue to be educationally disadvantaged at all levels coMpared to boys and

men although some progress has been made.

The percentages of at different leVels in different
-,

level atNuniversity
parts of the world are:

at primarj level at secondar

In Africa 32.9% 19.0° ---72.0%

In Asia 45.2%' 27.9% 3.8%

In Latin America 66.3% 25.6% 4.5%

in North America . , 88.2% -.61.5% 8.0%

In Europe 87.8% 0 3204% 5.0%

In only 14 out of the, 99 countries for which UNICEF has comparative

statistics is the percentage of girls who are'attending a school as high as the

percentage of boys in school.

In some countries fewer than 10% of the girls go even to primary school.

This is the case of Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Bhutan, Ethiopia, Malawi, New HOrides,

. Upper Volta and Yemen. Yemen has the lowest rate of all: only 1 girl out of 100

in Yemen ever goes to school.

Education planners are also faced with such--problems as the high drop-out rate

aamong girls at the primary level. This reaches as high as 80 per cent in some

`rural areas. Lack of training and education affectq?their skills and employability

and relegates the majority of women to the burdens of hone- related chores or to

jobs which carry the least status and the lowest pay. It also greatly reduces

any possibility of valid aspirations on the part of girls for viable or self-

fulfilling-roles in society.

Economic activity and employment'

In 1970 the world's feMale gainfully employed labour force numbered about

515 million persons or 34 per cent of the world's labour force (38 per cent for

'the developed, and 32 per cent for the developing countries). These percentages

are expected to be'39.and 31, respectively, by 2000.

Participation rates vary from one country to another. They range from a low

5 per cent in some African countries to-a high of about 50 per cent in the Soviet

Union and Romania. Women comprise 40 per cent or more of the labour force in a

number of countries especially in Eastern Europe and between 30 and,40 per cent

in most of the 'Western Edropean and North American countries. Only two developing

countries, Burundi and Lesotho, reported rates over 50 per cent. The lowest

rates may be found'in Moslem countries: Algeria,(1.F, per cent),, Libyan Arab

republic (2.7 per cent) and.Tunisia'(3 per cent), the exceptions being Lebanon

(15.4 per cent) and the Sudan (a8 per cent). Participation rates for women are

also highest in the lowest age groups. In some countries, there has been an
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increase of married women in the feir ale fe.3. Figures are highest for

married women in Bulgaria (35 per cent) and .7_,ibria (80 per cent), While in
other countries, single. women predominate (Ireland, 81 per cent). Women also

form the majority of the part -time work force. Their participation is as high

as 90 per cent in Norway, 85-per cent in Japan aaci 80 per cent in Australia.

In many countries, especially developing countries, a large proportion of-
the female labour force is concentrated in the aeiculturalEsector (e.g., 94 per

cent in Turkey and about 60 to 80 per cent in many African countries). In such

countries the woman's labour is the main means of providing agricultural food.
In 24 African countries, the median' percentage of women'employed was 28 compared.
to 49 for men. However, these figures do not always reflect the reality of the
situation, which is frequently one of great hardship and drudgery for women who
have few opportunities for employment outside the traditional rural sector.

In sonic of the developing countries the modern industrial sector absorbs
very few women whereas in manyedeveloped countries this sector accounts for

between 25 and 33 per cent of working women particularly in the textiles, food
and clothing industries. Few women are found in mining or construction or in
'most branches of the manufacturing sectors, Eastern Europe and China being

notable exceptions. In some of these countries, partiCularly in Eastern Europe,

the economic activity of single andl'in some cases, married women of the central

age group is already near saturation point. Policy-makers concerned with the

employment of women may well ask whether the rise imthe level of women's

participation in employment can be sustained indefinitely.

A look at the occupational structure shows that women comprise a considerable
part of the professional and_technical levels ()Wing to their preponderance in the

educational and health services. They continue to make up a small part of the
administrative and managerial levels although their numbers are increasing in the
clerical and sales sectors. New types of work into which women are moving are in

the field of electronics, the chemical; pharmaceutical and aeronautical industries

and the priesthood. The service centre is also expanding for both men and women.

Despite these trends, however, women continue to remain in a limited number
of occupations and are the lowest paid, despite the fact that large numbers of

women are the main or sole sup)ort'of their families. While there are few legal

barriers to equality of opportunity for women in employment and the principle

of equal pay for equal work has now been almost universally accepted, the de factoN,

situation calls for urgent remedial measures. Statistical data on wage

differentials of men and women in the various sectors and occupations are very
inadequate, but ILO studies suggest that in many industrialized countries'

women's wages are about 50 to 80 per cent of men's for the same work time.

In the developing countries, as elsewhere, the comparatively low level of

women's wages indicates that women are concentrated in jobs and occupations low)

in the scale of skill and wages.

Participation in public life

Although, in 1973, women were legally eligible to vote in all elections and

to stand for election on equal terms with men in 124 countries, there are still

limitations on these rights in five countries (Kuwait, Liechtenstein, Nigeria

(in six states), Saudi Arabi and Yemen).- The percentage of women who hold

thr
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policy-taking posts in the legislative, judicial, executive or diplomatic' branch

is growing, et it remains pitifully small in the vast majority of countries,

even those where they have long had the right to vote.' Moreover, it has been

pointed out that where women have been appointed as governmentAdnisters, they

have often been entrusted primarily with responsibility for women's affairs

(France) or with -"female-related subjects", such as social or child, welfare or

social affairs.

Women often hold back, preferring to wpaign for a male rather than a

female candidate. In some instances they are hesitant to leave their homes and

children, while in yet others, they do not fully grasp the importance of

involvement at the decision-making level both tWthemselves and society. In

Chile and Peru, for example, only 20 per cent of the women surveyed in one study'

had genuine desire to pursue a political or civil service career. The factor of

choice is an important one in evaluating women's participation in development and

the extent of control over their own futures.

Recent estimates show that the percentage of women elected to national

parliameras remains small inmost countries. This may in part be due to,the

reluctance of political parties to support women candidates. The highest

percentages are reported for the USSR (35), the Ukrainian SSR (34), Finland (21.5) ,

Denmark (17), Poland (15).

In recent years India, Israel and Sri Lanka have had women prime ministers.

At the local level where the participation of women is greater, 47.4 per. cent

women were elected in the USSR and 45 per cent in the Ukrainian SSR.

21
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Excerpts from "Equal Pay for Equal Work"

172 out of every 100 students enrolledin higher education courses

thr6ughout the world, only,39 were women as against 61 men. In Africa women

constitute only 23 per cent of the student population; in Asia (excluding

China) 28 per cent, in Oceania 32 per cent, in Latin America 36 per cent, in

North America 42 per cent and in Europe 44 per cent. On the following pages'

we show the increasing, but in most cases still unsatisfactory, number of

young women in various countries and regions who are studying to enter pro-

fessions such as medicine, science, law, the arts, etc. Our figures'are

taken from a UNESCO study entitled "Higher Education International Trends,

1960-1970."

Doctor A high proportion OfiAsia's medical students are women:: 41 per

cent in Japan in 1970, 81 per cent in the Philippines, 89 per

cent in Jordan. The same is true of Latin AMerica (60 per cent

in Chile, 54 per cent in Paraguay and 48 per. cent in Cuba)

and Eastern Europe (76 per cent in Poland and 56 per cent in

Hungary and the U.S.S.R.). In Africa, though facilities for

medical studies are still limited, the number of womentstudents

of medicine is fairly high in comparison with other subjects.

More than half (51 per cent) of South Korea's students of

medical sciences (medicine, dentistry, midwifery, pharmacy,

etc.) are women though women only constitute 24 per cent of

all students in higher education.

Sociologist In Tunisia only 10 per cent of social science students,are

women. The percentage of women social science-Students varies

widely throughout the world, ranging froM under 16 per cent

(Fed. Rep. of Germany, Spain,` Lebanon and Turkey) to over 60

per cent (Bulgaria, U.S.S.R.)'. Between 1960 and 1970, there was

a spectacular increase in the number of women students, the

percentage doubling in Egypt arid Iraq (from 14 to 37 per cent

and from 14 to 25 per cent respectively), almost quadrupling

in Indonesia (from 9 to 32 per cent)-, and actually reaching 53

per cent in the Philippines. In'Latin America, apart from

Panama (46 per cent) and Cuba (42 per cent), women social

scientists are still a small minority. ,

Geollogist In Egypt, 34 out of every 100 students, of the exact and natural

sciences are women. In Eastern Europe (Bulgaria, Poland, Romania,

Hungary, Yugoslavia and Czechoslovakia) women constitute at leas:

half of all science students.
The proportion is 20 per cent or

less in the Netherlandso'Norway, Fed. Rep. of Germany and Greece.

In Asiathe proportion of women science students is also low,

except in Indonesia (32 per cent>, the Republic of Korea (42

per cent) and Thailand (43 per cent). UNESCO's recent study

reveals that LatinAmerica has the highest percentages of women

enrolled in science courses: justoover 50 per cent in Argentina

and Ecuador, while Paraguay and Guatemala have twiceta$ many

women science students as men.

tVVV IV
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Everywhere in the world there is a very high and constantly
increasing percert:c? .-)men students in thearts and
humanities (history, 1:.terature, archaeology, languages,
psychology, etc.). Tn 1970, more than half the arts stu&mts
in 15 European countries and most Latin American countries
(81 per cent -in Arg.mtina for example) were women. Asia
tbo has a high proportion of women arts students: 86 per
cent in Thailand, 61 per cent in Japan (as against 37 per
cent in 1959) 46 per cent in 'Iran.

As in the arts, a very high percentage of students of educe-
ion throughout the world are women. In 17 Edropean countries
women constitute more than 50 per cent of all such students
and the figure reaches 70 per cent in Portugal,,Hungary,
Italy, Sweden, etc. In Asia. (Bangladesh, Japan and Lebanon,
for example) the percentage of women education students is
at least twice as high as in other disciplines. In Latin

America the figures are 87 per cent for Brazil, but the
percentage of women education students in the continent
dropped slightly between 1960 and 1970. In Africa the
proportion of women studying education is higher than in
other fields.

In 1967 less than one French law stpdent in three was a
woman, and in the world's law schools as a whole the number
of women students is still low. For example, in seven Latin

American countries (Costa Rica, Ecuador Guatemala, Guyana,
Mexico, Panama and Peru) womeh comprise less than 20 per
cent of law students. In Cuba and Uruguay, however, there
are almost as many women studying law as men. ;

In 1970 almost half the, students in Sovi-st art and music
schools were women. UNESCO's international study reveals
that in-most countries, however, the percentage of women
students of fine arts is much lower than that of men: 15

per cent in 'Norway in 1970 for example, and 16 per cent in
Sweden. In Japan on the other hand, where only 28 p..r cent
of those enrolled in higher education are women, there is a
remarkably high proportion of women fine arts students: 67

per cent.

UNESCO's recentystudy on higher education shows that in a
almost all countries women engineering students are few and
farbetween. In most cases women constitute less than 10
per cent of trainee engineers, only exceeding 20 per cent: in
a very few countries such as the U.S.S.R. and Hungary (35'

per cent). Only one"anadiaa woman studies engineering for
every,100 men, whereas women form 35 per"cent of the student
population of Canadian universities. At the world-fambts
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, there wem 630
women%btudents in 1971 as against 6,670 men.
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The
Teen-Ag
Girl:
Her
Problems
and.
Prospects

Dorothea E. Woods

Equality for both sexes is a

principle being loudly proclaimed
throughout the world;' yet when it
comes to such matters as education,
employment, leisure, welfare; mar-
riage and family affairs, there is a

vast gap 'between what society is say-
ing must be done and what, in fact,-
are the actual life prospects facing
millions of adolescent girls. There
are, in fact, enormous limits on the
choices of countless -girls, especially
those living in the developing areas
of the 'world. These limits need to be
better understooN)

The period of adolesceqce- for
girlsgenerally from twelve to eight-
eenis' not so clearly set out from
adulthood in the developing countries
as it is in industrial areas. Among the
40 million child labourers, for
example, many girls are already
Working to keep alive: Then too,
marriage for most girls takes place
early, so that many take on the full
responsibilities of adulthood before

Dr. Woods has had responsibility for
youth policies and _programmes in
both the United Nations and UNES,
CO and has been a consultant for
programme development' of the
World Young Women's Christian As-
sociation.
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This young Indian &Pis not too hopeful
about her future life. Like millions of
adolescent girls in the developing world,
her chances for education, jobs or
self-advancement are very poor
(ICEF 6823 /Heyman).

reaching the age of their legal ma-
jority.

For almost all girls, the fortunate
few or the deprived majority, ado-
Tescence is the time of choosing hus-
bands or of assenting or 'submitting
to the choices of others, of choosing

2

or rejecting religious bdliefs and so-
cial philosophies, of adopting the tra-
ditional or modernizing styles of life,
and of selecting interests to be fol-
lowed in 'free time. For many girls,
the years from twelve to Marriage
are the most..formativc years of life.

Educational inequities
A host of reasons can be cited to

explain why equal enrolments, for
girls have not been achievedeven



on the primary levelin most devel-
oping countries: traditional ,preju-
dices against Lending girls to school;
parents giving preference v to their
sons, and the custom of early mar-
riage which tends to make education
for girls' appear unnecessary too
few men have taken the attitude that
they want educated wives. Moreover,
the absence of separate schools for
boys and girls, the lack of women
teachers for rural areas, and the pov-
erty of parents who need the girls
at home also reduce the chances for
many girls to attend schools.

Throughout Africa and Asia, the
.drop-out rates from primarytand sec-
ondary schools are higher for girls
than those for boys, particularly in
rural areas;' and at the university
level; the ratio of young women' to
young men. is even more unfavour-
able.

Few out-of-school choices
Even, in t& out-of-school sector,

there is a serious imbalance. In fact,
the situation is often worse than in
the schools. Only a fourth of the 50
national youth service programmes in
developing areas admit girls and then
always in smaller numbers than the
boys. Of the governmental pre-Voca-
tional .trainingQ9emes, only about
10 per cent have any courses for
girls. The new programmes of work-
oriented literacy tend to start With
young factory workers over 18 and

with established young farmers, but
rarely are tbey designed' either for
adolesceut girls or even young adult
women.

Nor can the youth movements
boast of perfect equality. -GM guide
enrolment, fot instance, rarely runs
niore than one-half or two-thirds that
of the Boy Scout enrolment in a par-
ticular country. The statistics for gov-.
emmental youth clubs for young
farmers and future homemakers show
equality on a world basis, but in the
urban sector, the liberty enjoyed by
boys meansin Africa and Asia at
leasta host Jf autonomous local
youth associations and welfare soci-
eties for boys while the girls must all
tpo often be content ,with sewing
classes' in community centres or child
care lessons at' maternal and child
welfare centres.

New approaches sought
Clearly, the preparation of adoles-

cent girls for later life suffers greatly
from shortcomings in the national
provision for education in many de-
veloping countries. Growing aware-
ness of these shortcomings has
prompted several organizations and
special groups to seek new -ap-
proaches dealing with this problem.

UNESCO has devised a number of

A young Bolivian girl Working in the field
while caring for her baby sister. Too

often, and too early, youngsters take on
adult tasks (ICEF 506I/Tardio).
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experimental projects for., the access
of-girls to education. ComMittees and

lobby groups are pleading for gov-
ernmental action" to develop, compre-
hensive eVational plans for girls, tq..
provide better conditions of service
far women teachers in rural areas,

. and to develop propaganda to break
cloyirt prejudices against the educa-
tion of girls.
. Voltintoly. organizations are spon-
soring a variety of /programmes to
combat the high wastage among girls.
These include night tutoring sessions
for those who Cannot find time or
space or good light todo their
homework, morning schools for girls
not allowed Out after dar)c, snit

_ dent hosters to reassure parents, and
scholarship funds for the most prom-
ising girls.

"Education for living."

Deep divisions exist concerning the
substance of out-of-school education
for girls who are either unschooled
or leave before finishing primary
school. The traditional concept not
only starts but ends with preparation
for family life nutrjtion, sewing,
home management, child care, health,
sanitation, gardening and raising
poultry and small animals.The more
modem and broader concept intro-,
duces civil and social responsibility as
`necessary elements in a young girl's
education. "Education for living" is
the way the World YWCA puts it.
More programmes are needed, the

-YWCA believes, which are "aimed at
helping girls to stand on their own
feet, to earn a living, and take their
place in society. This does not mean
that they should simply be prepared
for the future role which tradition has

,,defined for diem, but they should be
awakened, .sensi.ized, to the possibil-w.
ity of discovering their own potential
as well as bringing, about desirable
change in social patterns".

A more comprehen approach
to the preparatio young girls
inside or outside of schoOlvvould
include their training ,for paid em-
plOyment, increased knowledge of
and respect, for their own cultural
heritage, the development of a world
outlook, and the opportunity to
learn the political skills needed for
economic and social change.

If women are to one dayttake their
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proper sole in national decision mak-
ing, their preparation must start
early. Young ,girls must have the
same opportunity as boys to know' .
their country, to test convictions, to
understand problems in their ,com-
plexity, and to learn the political
skills needed for economic and social
change. Experiments in education
should be carried out not only with
schoolgirls but with less privileged
school leavers.

The working girl
Most teen-age girls in the ,,devel-

°ping world's rural areas have re-
sponsibilities on the farms during the
planting, growing and harvest seasons
and in the home during the whole
year. They provide labour with little
or no hope for even a small measure
of economic independence:

In modern industrial or service
sectors, girls are often employed be-
low the,,,minimum age and given low
sal tile factories, in shops,
or in domestic service in hdmes. In
some cas o dire poverty, parents,
for a modes sum, leave their daugh
tet's in the employ of some distant
relative or even an acquaintance, and

1.

Boys far outnumber girls In schools In
developing countries. Parents give prefer-

ence to their Suns and many girls are
needed at home to perform household

chores (ICEF 6333/Matheson).

the girls ftfad themselves to be' more
or less bonded servants. Elsewhere,
girls may be uprooted from their vil-.
lages, crammed into dormitories, and
expected to work forulonghours. The
International Labour Organisation is
currently examining the problems of
such child labour which so often
appears as an economic necessity as
well as a social ill in the developing
world.

Even with a primary 'education or
more, the adolescent girl in most
countries of the Third World faces
the devastating problem of wide-

'spread youth unemployment and, in
addition, faces further penalties sim-

. ply because she is a girl. In the minds
of 'most people, the young' man who
is 'to behead of the family should
have priority in the labour market.
E!.ell jobs -which could be done by
girls are not operf to them. In gent
oral, the systems of vocational train-
ing and job creation are more ad-
vanced for boys than for girls. Often

C)
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where there are openings, for in-
stance as bilingual secretaries or in
the service sector, there are not
enough training institutions for girls.
In both rural and urban areas, there
is a shortage of s'uitable housing for
working girls away from their f
ilies.

Vocational guidance can help girls
in evaluating their own abilities and 1
liabilities, in knowing the opportuti-
ties for education, technical training
and apprenticeship, and in relating
courses of study to particular occu-
pations.

Vocational guidance for girls dif-
fers from that for boys in its respon-
sibility for helping them think
through alternative life patterns: as a
homemaker who is not employed, a
pre-marriage career, the combining of
work and hoine life, and the alterna-

.tion of work and raising a family and
returning to work.

Guidance must also aim to help
girls to think beyond graduation and
marriage, to take a realistic view of .

die' future, to set as high profes-
sional goals as possible, and to make
plans for continuing education
throughout life. To achieve such



ends, there must he an expansion of
vocatiorkal guidance services, more
research on girls' vocational prob-
lems, and do training adjusted to
their needs.

Lack of leisure activities and
welfare services

Most schoolgirls have. less free
time than theit brothers because of
household responsibilities. Wh'ttever
free time they do have is mcxc closely
superVised by parents, so mon., hob-
bies are developed at home. By and
large, the community tends to make
less provision for girls' recreation in
sports and physical education and
even for places to meet. Too little
consideration is given to ways of pre-
paring adolescent girls for their fu-
ture responsibilities as organizers of
family recreation and as inspirers of
cultural development. - in the commu-
nity.

Fewer girls than boys may serve
as street vendors *beggars, but in
most major cities there are not
enough Girls' Towns for homeless
and neglected younger adolescent
girls. Nor have multi-purpose coun-
selling centres yet been set up to aid
the girls who are either separated
from their families or who want ad-
vice on personal problems from
sources other than their parents. The
press, in Singapore, for example, re-
veals the same thirst for advice about
boy-girl relations as on,..! Lnds in the
British press.

Marriage and the fainily
In parts of the developing world,

the rate of illegitimate births is very
high.- In the Caribbean, for example,
the number of girls who must make
the decision to be the "mothers who
father their children" is considerable.
In certain other cultures, such girls
are considered to be dishonoured, and
they must bear the burden of ban -
ishmerit rather than be supported by
the family. Only.in J972 did the UN
Commission on the Status of Women
propose that the responsibilities of
the unmarried father should be rec-
ognized.

The' rights of girls and young
women in private law are evolving
slowly. Although the United,Nations

'Convention on the age of marriage
does not mention a minimum age, the

goal of 15 years set out in a rec-
ommendation of the Economic and
Social Council is attracting the atten-
tion of more and more legislators,
particularly in countries seeking to
reduce the rate of population growth.

Caste and class, tradition and cus-
tom, and the .dowry system still put
checks on the free choice of a part-
ner and on the nature of arranged
marriages. Whether the bride must
offer a doiwry, as in parts of Asia,
or whether the groom must offer a
bride-price, complications are likely
to follow. Some countries have made

Among the world's 40 million child
labourers, many girls, such as this

Iranian youngstcrOnust work to keep
alive. Studies on child labour are, now

underway (ICEF 6849/Liftin).

.d11,

the dowry illegal; and a government
14 dowry is proposed by Iran as a meas-

ure of equality.
In preparation for marriage and

family life, young girls need to learn
not only about the process of grow-
ing up, the meaning of marriage and
the skills of running a household, but
to gain a deeper understanding of the
role of the family in, society and the
choices of the citizen in the face of
today's growing populations.
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Wind Of Change

By Teresa Orrew) ire Fi-ci-proa

Fifty per cent of the population of Latin Ametica and the Caribbean, some

158 million people, are women. The contrasts are marked between those iving

in towns or rural areas, and also between professional women and office workers
on the one hand, and market women and domestic servants on the other. On the

whole these Latin Americans appear strong-minded and more advanced in some
respects than women in more developed areas, but they still have a long way to
go before they can achieve full participation in political, social and economic

life.

Of the total population of Latin America, 45 per cent live in'the rural
areas. A woman who lives in the country is a member ,' in most cases, of a
large family, her parents will have had little or no education, and,sheer
physical isolation may make access to education, health and welfare very
difficult for her. She does not utr.7.Lily work in the fields, as is the case in
Africa, except at harvest time, when children of school age are involved too.
Instead, she devotes most of her time to looking after the home and the children,
and - to a limited extent - engaging in certain handicrafts and tending the
animals. So her daughters have some freedom of movement, and can travel to the

cities to look for better jobs and education. Few succeed, however. The rest

help to swell the ranks of the already numerous domestic servants or end up in

other forms of service. A smaller number, but still too many, become

prostitutes.

Many countrywomen are involved in commerce, particularLy in rural areas
remote from the large cities but where the population density is fairly high.

You will see them in the rural markets of the region, selling hand-made articles

or fruit and vegetables, and taking back, in 'return, manufactured goods for

use by the community to wh#h they belong. The market women of Bolivia, Ecuador,

Mexico and Peru, for example, also act as carriers of news, and in this way

they become a force fb.r change.

But whatever work a woman may do in the country, her life its centred or her

maternal role. Even when she sets aside her domestic duties, her aim is at

all times to ensure better opportunities for her children. She is resolute,

patient, generous, hard-working and ignorant.

Most 'of the momentum towards achieving full civil and political rights for

women has been focused on the city-dwell-r. In some countries of the region,

professional women have advanced in relation to men as far as, if not further

than, their counterparts in the developed countries,. though their .numbers

both in absolute 'terms and relative to the total population are still very

small. By contrast, middle and lower class women have made only very limited

progress. The socioeconomic problems that exist everywhere, especially as

far a:3 empl:oyment is concerned, affeCt women more than men, particularly

where discrimination against women at work still exists in prectice despite

legislation to the contrary,



During the 1960I's, the number of women students in intermediate and Eigher'
education increased.. In Chile, for el:ample, in 1968, 46.1 per cent of
students at the University of Chile were women. - one of the highest percentages
in the world. Most of them study nursinc, obst.,..::rics, medical technologpand

social work. In Cuba in 1970, it was estimated that one-half of all medical
students, one-third of all engineering students, and nine-tenth; of those
studying to becometeachers were women. Women are regarded as an essential
factor in health planning in the Americas and are especially important to the
rural areas as community health auxiliaries and workers.

Women 're also active in traditionally masculine professions, such as
medicine ad law. In the region as a whole, in 1967, an average' Of 21 per
cent of medical graduates were women, though there were large differences
between the different countries, the figures for Venezuela and Guatemala, for
example, being 33 per cent and 5 per cent respectively. In 1570, the comp s:-ahle

figure.for the USA was under 10 per cent, In Argentina, 50 per cent of dental
students were women, while the figure for the USA was less than 1 per cent. In

the Faculty of Law at the University of Chile in 1966, 26.9 per cent of the
students were women, while in Canada the figure was 5 per cent.

Latin American women have done outstandingly well in the professions, in
education, the arts, the health sciences, the behavioural sciences, journalism,
law and other fields. In Chile for instance, 10 per cent of lawyers and
28 per cent of judges and court officials are women,compared with only 3 per
cent in'these specialized fields in the USA.

The existance.of a growing urban middle class, the opening up of the ed-
ucational system at the intermediate and higher level - where discrimination
against women is rare and the availablity to Women of this cltys of cheap

domestic help, which reduces the burden of housework, have all been put
forward to explain the situation found in certain countries. As a 40-year-old

Venezuelan woman doctor says: "I have never had any serious difficulties,
either as a medical student or in medical practice, over the last 5 years. ,I

married very young, and had my first child while still a student. Ten years

later, while practising full time, I had two more children. I feel that,

through having'both a fantly and profession, I have achieved a kind of
balance and serenity in my life. I may perhaps have been able to do it because

I believed in it, because my husband and my parents helped me,- and because ,I
always had reliable domestic help at home."

Women office workers in Latin America now constitute more than one-third
. of the work force in this field. This is better than in other developing
regions, where fewer than one-tenth of the office-workers are women.;

These facts could be misleading. Latin American women in the towns and

cities are certainly entering the professions to some extent, and are being

successful, but they are still few in'number, and this is true of women in

ott,cr (cieloyopu:. Women constitute bn-ely 13.1 ye: cent of the total

working populatron. Furthermore, the figures show that-more than two-fifths

of them are in domestic service. They are poorly educated, earn low wages,

and are so over-loaded with work that they have little chance of. improving

'their education or finding better jobs.



High birth.rates have also helped tp prevent women from actively par-

ticipating in social, economic and pOlical The situation has many

aspects: too many children, inadequate maternal and child care, the nutritioLel

problems faced by mother and child, and.the la;.!. of day, nurseries.i,There children

can be left'while their mothers works or study. Although real progress has been

made in maternal ,and child care in Latin America,it is still inadequate.

Fewer than 50 per cent of births take place "t'.nder supervision in medical

institutions in about half the countries, while the figure is less than 30 per

cent in seven of them. The situation is even worse in rural areas where the

people;are scattered, so the possibility of training the traditional."parteras"

or "comadrones" as primary health workers or midwives is now being seriously

considered. At the same time, breastfeeding is being encouraged, since it

provides the most nutritious and hygienic food for the newborn baby and for

the child in the first Year of life.
.

girth control techniques, whicli were quite widely advocated in the.1960's,

are used by not more thin 15 per cent of women of childbearing age. Wider

use has been prevented by cultural and political factors on the.one hand, and

by the inadequacies of the programmes themselves on the other.

The number of women in responsible positions in government and in the

various branches of,industry and commerce is still small. To get to the top,

women need to be highly educated and to have great strength of character and

tenacity. Women have to "prove" that they are as good as men in those societies

where male superiority is still widely taken for granted.

To quote a Chilean woman lawyer: "Although.-Aualified, I had to take a job

as a secretary in a government office, I gra4ally began to do prbfessional

work, although I retained my position as a secretary because the head of my

department would riot consider ve for a job as a lawyer. Presumably the quality

of my work must have impressed him, and I was finally appointed to a professiona-

post. I then made rapid progress until I reached the highest position in my

field, tax law."

Once a woman has shown that she can do ,her job well, she usually seems to

have less difficulty in increasing her salary and obtaining promotion. A

Colombian woman Ph.D, describes her experience: "When I went back to my country

with a doctorate in my subject, the university offered me a job. The salary

they wanted to pay me was considerably below the figure appropriate tc my

qualifications and responsibilities. I took the matter up with the administration,-

-who linally.agreed with me. Since then, I have not been discriminated against

in any way in my professional work."

Latin American women are determined to waste no time in taking "'a responsible

part in the development process. No longer content with their family role,

they have now invaded both industry and government, They have had to overcome

many obstacles. 'Latin American society, which has its roots in the Iberian

peninsular and in catholicism, has beendominated and controlled by men, and

the principle of "machiso", or pride in being male, ensures that men see

women only in thier family role. Too frequently, unfortunately, women themselves

have given up in the face of such opposition, because of their own'ignora%ce

and passivity.

0



Some progress has been made, but the:.c a long way to go. The

question is of such importance to the fu "ire of the American continent that
we have to define; our aims, not otay iwidlAdvals but also as members of
society. We have to get awayfrom the idea of the sex iwar,and see men and
woman as complementary to one another in a harmonious whole.

( Nobody yet knows what Latin American women, or indeed women anywhere', can
do, because they have not had the chance to prove themselves. But the wind of
change; whether social, economic or technological,,is blowing through Latin
American society today, and opening up some real possibilities foi the women
of the region. Those who are fortunate enough to be more talented and better
educated must see to it that the way is opened up for the others. These

privileged women must make sure that their less fortunate sisters have access
to education, civil and political eights, and protection under labour legislation.
They must be given the financial support necessary to have a family without
having to give up their jobs, if'they do nbt wish to do so.

We shall only be able to talk about liberty and equality when every Latin
American woman in the country, in towns, at home, in industry and trade, in
politics, and in the administration - can do the work that she wants to 3o so,
ared to the same extent as a man.



MILESTONES TOWARDS EMANCIPATION.

UNESCO Currier, March 1975)

1691 UNITED STATES. Women have the vote in the State of Massachusetts. They

later lost this right in 1780.

1788 FRANCE. The French philosopher and politician Condorcet demands for

women the right to education, to participate in politics, to employment.

1792 . UNITED KINGDOM. The pioneer feminist Mary Wollstonecraft publishes

"A Vindication of the Rights of Woman."

1840 UNITED STATES. Lucretia Mott foul-ids an "Equal Rights Association,"

dema4ding equal rights for women and blacks.

1857 UNITED STATES. March 8, strike of New York women garment and textile
workers demanding equal pay and a reduced 10-hour working day.

1859 RUSSIA. Emergency of a women'z emiincipation movement in St. Petersburg.

1862 SWEDEN. Women given the vote in municipal elections.

1865 GERMANY. Louise Otto founds the General Association of German Women.

1866 UNITED KINGDOM. The philosopher and economist John Stuart Mill calls

for votes for women.

1868 UNITED KINGDOM. Foundation of the National Women's Suffrage Society.

1869 :UNITED STATES. Setting up of the-National Woman Suffrage Association.

State of Wyoming grants women the vote so as to have the necessary

quota of electors to qualify for admssion to the Union.

1870 SWEDEN and FRANCE open medical studic:4 to women.

TURKEY. Inauguration of a college for the training of women primary

and secondary teachers for girls'. schools:

1874 JAPAN. First teacher training college for gi 1s opened.

1878 RUSSIA. The first women's university opens -t,, it. Petersburg (Bestuzhev

University):

1882 FRANCE. November:, a "Ligue pour le droitde femme". (League for

Women's Rights) set up under the patronage of the. celebrated author

Victor Hugo.

.1888 UNITED0STATES. Susan B. Anthony founds the U.S. National Council of

Women. International Council of Women set up at Washington, D.C. by

feminist organizations of Europe and NOfth America.
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Milestones Towards Emancipation'
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1889 RUSSIA. The famous woman matb.,7mutician Sofya Kovalevskaya elected as
corresponding member of the Russlysn Acadely7of Sciences.

1893 NEW ZEALAND. Women obtain the vote.

1901 FRANCE. On a motion by socialist deputy Rene Viviani, the French
parliament discusses women's right to vote for the first time.

NORWAY.. Women begin to vote in muqlcipal elections.

1903 UNITED KINGDOM. Emmeline Pankhurst founds the National Women's Social
and Political Union,(WSPU).

a

1904 UNITED STATES. Intr.rnational Woman Suffrage Alliance founded.

1905 UNITED KINGDOM. Feminist meeting in Manchester; Annie Kenney and .

Christabel Pankhurst.arrested.

1906 FINLAND. Women granted the right to vote.

1908 UNITED KINGDOM; Establishment of the Women's Freedom League./ Feminist
demonstrations at the Albert Hall and Hyde Park. Emmeline and
Christabel Pankhurst and Elora Drummond jailed after Trafalgar Square
meeting.

e*

1910 DENMARK. At the second World Congress of Socialist Women in Copenhagen
Clara Zetkin proposes that March 8 should be chosen as International
Women's Day to commemorate the New York women textile workers strike

(March 8, 1857).

1911 JAPAN. Creation of the Seito Sha women's liberation movement.

1912 CHINA. Several feminist organizations meet in Nanking on January 22,
to form an alliance to co-ordinate their activites. They demand equal
rights with men and present a petition to Sun Yat-sen, President of
the Chinese Republic, on May 20.

1913 NORWAY. Equal voting rights achieved by women,

GERMANY, AUSTRIA SWITZERLAND, DENMARK. March 8, women celebrate Inter-.
national Women's Day,,demanding the right to vote and to be elected.

1914 TURKEY. 'First faculty for girl students created at Istanbul University.

1915 SWEDEN. The writer. Ellen Key demands that information on birth control
be made available and welfare provisions be made for unmarried mothers.

1917 NETHERLANDS and RUSSIA. Women obtain the vote.
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Milestones Towards Emancipation
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' 1917 SOVIET RUSSIA. The October Revolution proclaims and the first Soviet

Consitut {on (1918) confirms the political, economic and cultural

equality of women.

1918 UNITED KINGDOM. Women over 30 get the vote and the right to sit in

Parliament.

1919 GERMANY and CZECHOSLOVAKIA. Women given the vote.

1920 UNITED STATES. Women obtain the vote in all States.

1923 LATIN AMERICA. On April 26, a historic resolution on women's rights.is

adopted during the fifth International Conference of American States in

Santiago, Chile. k

TURKEY. Spectacular progress towards women's emancipation follows

Kemal Ataturk's election as President.

1925 JAPAN. Women are excluded from the "universal" suffrage bill voted by

the Diet on March 30. This sparks off the rise of a Japanese feminist

movement.

INDIA. Poetess Sarojini Naidu, a staunch defender of India's feminist

movements, elected President of the Indian National Congress.

1928' LATIN AMERICA. Inter-American Women's Commission set up during the

sixth International Conference of American States in Havana.

1929 'ECUADOR. Women obtain the vote.

1932 SPAIN. The Republican Constitution grants voting rights to women.

1934 FRANCE. International congress of women for the struggle against

Fascism and war held in Paris.

.1936 FRANCE. Three women, inclUding Nobel Prize-Winning physicist Irene

Joliot-Curie, enter Leon Blum's Popular Front government although

women'still not entitled to vote.

1945 FRANCE and ITALY. Vote extended to women..

1946 JAPAN. Six women elected to the Diet.

1951 INTERNATIONAL LABOUR ORGANIZATION. On June 19, the I.L.O. adopts the

Convention on Equal Renuaeration for Men and Women Workers for work

Of equal value.

1952 UNITED NATIONS. December 20: United Nations General Assembly adopts.

Convention on the Political Rights of Women by a big majority.

1957 TUNISA. A new law affirms equality of men's and women's civil rights.

4')
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1959 CEYLON (now Sri Lanka). Mrs. S4r1:avo Bandaranaike becomes the
world'w.first woman.prime

1961 PARAGUAY grants voting rights to women. Women can now vote throughout
Latin America.

1962 ALGERIA. Thirteen women deputies elected to the National Assembly.

1964 PAKISTAN. For the first time a woman, Miss Fatimah,Jinnah, stands as
a candidate in the presidential election. -

1967 IRAN. The "Family Protection Law" allows women to work without their
husbands' authorization. Iranian women had been forbidden to wear the
veil since 1963.

1971 SWITZERLAND. Women get the vote.

1975 UNITED NATIONS. International Women's Year.

CUBA. March 8, a "family code" comes into force, requiring Cuban men
to help'their wives with the housework.



WOMEN: PARTICIPATION IN DEVELOPMENT

"While some cry out in anger againstinjustice and inequality, there

are millions of other women whose voices may not be heard but wilc are

forced into a life of misery, overburdened by constant. child- bearing,
poverty, overwork, and ill health. Often they may be.found in the

rural areas and among the world's millions of illiterates (most of

whom are women)."1

Itis hard for most of us to imagine the kind of dail fight for survival

that is the life of the majority of the world's population. A quick look at a

comparison of the different figures of life expectancy for different countries

provides a picture of what this means in concrete terms (See bibliography

for sources.) Or you might'read at least part of The, Diary of Carolina de Jesus,

published under the title, -Child of the Park:

Early hopes for improvement in the standard of living and quality of life

for many people in the developing world, under the catalyst of increased economic

investment and productiono. ha4e receded; frequently it was found that not only

did this development strategy not improve the living conditions and opportunities

pf the poorer sectors of a population within any one country, but rather it

actually increased the gap between the rich and the poor. Economic growth is

usually measured in. GNP; another comparison of these figures by country will

provide a general picture of the dimensions of the contrast between the "haves"

and the "have nots" by nation, though it cannot provide a picture of the gap

between different groups within one country. Where might you look for this

evidence ?

Meanwhile development programs directed towards improved health and medical

services began to reduce the infantmortality rate and the ,death rate. Histor-

ically this same, process occurred in the now developed countries, but over a

much longer period and at a time when economic growth through industrialization

was already underway.

In most developing areas, which were and still are largely agricultural,

what-would be the cumulative effect of the introduction of health and medical

services and the drop in infant mortality and death rates ? What is the general

picture provided by a comparison of population growth rates in developing and

developed countries ? How do you interpret and explain this ? What are the

implications for development programs ?,

Gradually ideas about development changed as people learned more about the

realities of life in developing areas and recognized the complexity of the Under-

lying factors. There was a movement toward programs that would increase agri-

cultural production and provide crops beyond the subsistence, needs of each farmer,

to provide a cash crop 'for market production,'- and, it was hoped, to raise, the

possibility of feeding a growing population. Given traditional role definitions

and limited access to such programs, who was most likely to benefit from them ?

This change in attitudes Was accompanied by a growing realization that,real

development could not occur without the active participation of the people them-

kelves, and that to be most effective, a program should integrate the different

spheres of activity and take into account the most significant cultural norms

and values.2
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As studies and reports were complef-,' f'irn., realities emerged:

1. That women's instrumental contribution to the well-being of the family,
community, and nation'had been continually underestimated and ignored by
most development strategies and denied in local prestige systems.

. ,

2. That through perpetuation of traditional roles, frequently though not always
associated with low social status (a cultural value frequently reinforced
by development strategy), women were denied: equal access to opportunities
that would kacilitate their fuller participatiom in and planning of develop-
ment programs and strategies.

3. That before most women could benefit from equaDaccess to new training
opportunities or find time to contribute to new activities either in or out-
side the home, them was a great- -need for the introduction of simple "inter-
mediate technology" , that would effeCtively reduce "the many hours which
they spend in drudgery".

As you read the articles related to women it development, it would be useful
to record the data they present in a iway that would enable you to make comparisons.
For example, you might look for evidence to support the three points developed
above: - extent of the contribution and influence of women'both in and

outside the family,
attitudes and values reinforcing low social status and traditional
roles that prevents access to opportunity,

- extent, of daily tasks that could be reduced by the introduction

of simple technology.

To what extent do the areas of concern identified as of particular importance
for UNICEF in the following articles ref'lect these three point4 ? 'What new pro-

..

gram elements are being introduced ? What is the significance for development
goals of UNICEF's support for access to family planning programs ? How does the

discussion reflect the new emphasis on integrated development programs that
consider cultural norms ?

Read Who are the Women UNICEF is Helping ? Are the same three points relevant
for development in the urban as well as the rural areas of detrcloping countries ?
Here again an evidence sheet or comparison chart would be useful. How is the

situation for a woman similar ? Different ? What seem(s) to be the most

difficult change(s) ? How would this affect development strategies that are

specifically designed to help women in urban areas ? (Again, you might read

Child of the Dark- the Diary of Carolina de Jesus.)

';and UTICEF's qomen. 'low we4ld you ronssify the several problems de'sdribed

here ? Does this data sup, or sor niter your Idea about development strategjes

to help women in urban' a eas ? Do traditional role definitions and values still

present a problem? How might they affect a woman's attitude towards family

planning ?

The two short articles on women in Africa are brief descriptions of UNICEF-

assisted programs designed to meet specific community needs, reflecting an in-

creasing recognition of the significance of women's participation in development.

C
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Read A'.Job of National Importance, (Cameroon puts emphasis on rural development).

Community development is a development strategy based on three principles : of

"felt needs," of local participation, and of an integrated approach to development

problems. What might be the significance here of training a person from the

....-mmunity to work as an auxiliary rural development worker'? In what ways can

she be effective ? What particular,circumstances,of her position,and role,seem

co be unusual ? (Consider for example, traditional attitudes and the role of a

prestige and status position with respect to "unusual' behavior, opportunities

to train and spend time working with others4 etc.)

The Odds are Changing for Women in Napal desdribes one specific program
designed initially to meet one aspect ol Women's needs equal access to educa-#

tion. Despite a recent caveat from UNV.CO: "Care should be taken not to attribute

magic powers to , education, which is onlj one element in a complex,, system.

Development problems will not be solved ay\education alone, since it is only one

of the factors making>for changes in the environment." articli suggests

that access to education may be having siie effects that promote change in other,

areas. As you. read, it might be usef1.0. to try teorganize this data into some

kind of flow chart or diagram that indicates what he problems were, what inter-

vention and innovations were undertaken, and what the outcomes, both predictable

and unexpected, have been.

What additional factors in the educational opportunity provided here miOt

.acc^untfor changes in other areas ? Consider the difference between "schobl"

and ."yucatton." How might this difference be useul for understanding.,and
effecting change in both self and national development ? How does thip'program

reflect the concern to expand both the participation of women in development and

the sense of worth and value of each individual as a woman and as a human being ?

What follows is a conclusion drawn by the International Labor Organization

with respect to the role of women in rural development. To what extent do you

agree with it ? Why ? Do you think' it applies equally well to'the role of

women in urban development ? Try to support your answers with evidence from

your readings.

"At the °heart of the problem of rural delllopment,

4

the status of rural

women is closely related to the progress 'Made in improving rural life

in general. HoweVer, rural life cannot be xhanged without the cooperation

of these same women, for they play the most active role in that life,

It cannot be overemphasized that of all the efforts made at the national

and international levels to develop rural life are not to be doomed to

failure, they must be preceded by the improvement,of the status of women

side by side with that of den."

36
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WQMEN: PARTICIPATION IN DEVELOPMENT;

, Footnote s :

1. Introduction, "Equal Rights for Women - A Call for Action"

2. JReport of the interregional meeting of experts on the Integration of Women

in Development, New York 1973 (ST/SOA/120) Section 11, p. 6-9

3. The Young Child: Approaches to Action in Developing Codutries, Mardi 1974

t(EaCEF/L.1303. paragraph 98-208)

4. Status of Rural Women, December 1973 (E/CN.6/583)

5. Study on the Equality of Access of Girlb and Women to EducatiOn in the.

Context of Rural Development. UNESCO, February 1973 (E/CN.6/566/Rev.1)

6. Status of Rural Women, December 1973 (E/CN.6/583/Ada.1)
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.10
HELPING WOMEN IN THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

4t,

The Why, Who, and How of UNICE14ided Programmes for the
EduCation and Training of Women and Girls

Women's programmes must be based on the pattern of everyday living of the

women to be helped. Few syslbmatic studies have"been made of the daily activities

of women in developing countries, but by piecing together obserVations from a

number, of'sources,.it is possible to form some idea OT the hard realities tobe
confronted in planning programmes for their education and training..

Heavy responsibilities for elementary family necessities fall upon rural
women, in developing countries.

A recent, field survey in the Eastern Mediterranean indicates that the average
woman, works a:minimum of 14 to 16 hours a day on her regular tasks. Her work

includes feeding the animals, milking and other daily chores, planting and
harvesting, sewing, cooking, child care and general housework.

In most countries of Africa the woman is expected to grow the,food on which

her family lives. The cultivation and care of plants, vegetables and root's for

family consumption are the woman's exclusive responsibility in the IVory'Coast,

and, in addition, she often helps in the men's job of clearing the ground for

cultivating commercial crops'. In Tanzania and Kenya the womantraditionally tills

the land. Her. contribution to agriculture is considerable: she,soWs, 'weeds, cleans

and harvests. In Sierra Leone, in addition to cleaning IheAleme, doirighe family

laundry, looklag after the children, cooking and serving the family's meals, the

woman's role in the hoMe involves many time - consuming tasks. She .,must mill and

grind grain, and prepare the grain for storage. She is, constantly pounding

something (cassava, rice, millet,etc with a wooden mortar. She smokes fish

And prepares palm oil. She also pr pares the Garrah.cloth (local dyeing of cotton

fabric) with which she makes clothes.
The woman also engagesin business and commercial activities, particularly

in the coastal countries -of West Africa. The degree to which she plays a"

commercial role varies according to tribal 'or religious affiliation. In Nigeria

and Ghana trading and the sale of home -based crafts are women's traditional

occupations. In Tanzania, to take her goods to market a woman often has to

travel on foot over arduous roads for lours. Because of the absence of animals,

as beasts-of burden, thevioman must carry on her head whatever heavy loads, need

. to be transported (firewood and water for the home; grasp and fodder for animals;

' bananas, corn or othr products for the market), often with a child straddled

on her back.
Man's role as the main decision maker of the family is traditional in most

cultures. This does not, however, preclude the woman from exerting influence

on decisions. Her advice may be highly valued'by.the-husband in some contexts,

though in others she is not' even supposed to know her husband's earnings. She

usually has some leeway with the cash turned over to her for basic family needs,

but if this,-does not ,suffice (as it rarely does), she must seek other means of--

producing income -such as processing products from cassava, manioc, maize or

paimnuts-or produce the foods and goods that would otherwise have to be purchased.

In Sierra Leone, Senegal and elsewhere, this means that she dyes the fabric

for home clothes, makes the pottery she uses in cooking and sometimes weaves

the tane mats on 'which family members sit. In Morocao,she also makes household

equipment, such as feeding boxes for the animals and. nests for the poultry, and

it is her, responsibility to maintain repairs on the house.

The many tasks performed by the rural woman, however time-consuming and

tiring they may be, do not relieve her from her primary 'responsibilities. as a.

wife and mother and as a member of the'extended family where : 'xists. The

f).
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npbrnE2.ng of young children is consideed essentially her job. She taaehs,
thm ,:.,,J. vraue3, traditional belies arr.; bays of life. In a.fl-litic:n,to the

:.; i'l the culture, she conscioudy or,linconsciousiypAss on to them. ,

her own r:tio.. i

Participation"by women in comminity'c'Cfairs varies. In countries like
Pakis;an and Sandi 4t.-2abia, women are home bound Unier:s special efforts are made

to draw them out. Strong social prejudices and resistances Must be overcome,
and maLe approval secured, before a more active public role is permitted. By
contrast, the average rural woman in West Africa has great freedom to speak, act
and take part in community projects.

Less information is available on the urban woman in the developing world
thin on the rural weman. . .

The migrant woman from a rural area find an entirely different vey of life
,,.

awaiting her in an urban community. The customary pattern of family life can no

longer remain the s!.J.me. 'The mother still bears the principal responsibility for
h0,2eekz,eping., family unity and the care and upbringing of children, but many of .

the economic or social rebources'on which she depended in rural areas are no
longer at her disposal.

he has to-adapt to a money economy. Within a precarious budget she m----1,.....t

learA to make consumer choices in the open market. Food must be bought. New

deriands, nuch as transportation and clothing costs, but into 'the family income,.
Even water may needo be bought. f, .

,Und;-?.t these economic prssure8 the .urban woman may soon find that' her hetlp

is needed to supplement the family income. The idea of *remunerative work outside

the home goes strongly against tradition in some countries and meets with
resistance within the family, yet the trend in industrialization has attracted
women to-seek jobs-usually at minimum wages, due to lack of, skills-pr to earn a

small income as housemaids, food vendor S or petty traders. Young children are

often left behind unattended and ill-fe'd.
,

If the .family is fortunate enough'to have several earning members it-norvlves

and takes roots. In the absence of s vingsi, however, -economic stability is rali-ely

/achieved and. UpWard mobilit- is unli ely within the life=span.orparents. 12

the family is unable to make a livi g it often simply picks up its belongings

and moves-to another urban cailtre,/where the process of adjustment must begin

all over again. , -

While the urban setting may ,lave much to offer the migrant woman in terms

of a new environment, new roles,/occupatiorial diversity, legislation to ameliorate

her conditions, and easier acce
new burdens and problems in re

Since mosi'lvdmen in devel
difficult-to take time off fo

s to social services, .it also confronts her with

ing her children.
ping nations are greatly overworked and find it
their own edudation or training, alternative ways

of reaching them have been tried. These iftelude:

(1) ,.Establishing welfare or community centres" to which women from defined

geographic areas are invited. Training in simple skills is offered as well as a

range of health and welfare services, including in some cases children's,day-
cal-e facilities where women can safely leave their children while attending

courses or participating in group activities.
An interesting illustration of how meeting the need, for day-care facilities

in a rural area can lead to other helpful activities occurred irikSenegal. During

the rainy rice cultivation season many women had to carry their children on -

their backs to the fields or neglect them. As a result, malnutrition, inners

and mortality among rural children rose sharply during this period. With the

help of an "dnimatrice," the women organized a system of day care on a mutual

help Srasis and engaged older boys, paid by the Government with UNICEF aid, to
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supervise play activities. Men helped in the construction of the day=care centre.
ColIective'gardens were organized by the women and income from the Sale of

produce was used to purchase local foods for the children. Mothers took turns

at cooking and feeding the children.

. establishing MObile-,taams-tc ach as many women as possible in widely

dispersed rural areas where problems of distance and time involved prevent many

women from using,the flibilities and opportunities offered by a community centre.

Such teams, equipped with UNICEF motor transport,_ training materials and supplies,

provide courses of short duraiion (from two days to,a week) covering the basics

of health, sanitationAutrition, cooking, agriculture, community, leadership, etc.

(3) organizing women's clubs-by far the most pOpular form of women's

activities, particularly in parts of Africa where it.fits in .with a long tradition

of co-operation among Women. Some clubs have grown out of enthusiasm generated

by literacy programmes. Others' were 'fostered by women's voluntary associations as

a means of raising the status of women. Urban mothers' clubs tend to be more '

multi-purpose in nature and include a wider range of activities than those in

rural areas.
In some countries the growth_of women's clubs has been spectacular. They

have doubled within a year or two in some (as in Uganda) even when their original

strength consisted of hundreds of clubs with membership in the thousands.' Ghana

reported 850 clubs, with close to 15,000 members. in 1967. The GovernMent of

Tanzania estimates that there are bver 1990.clubs today (compared to 147in 1956

and 300 in 1959), with more than 76,000 women participants.

There seems tocbe a basic difference between the African form of the women's

club and, its counterpart in other regions. The African, version is usually a

spontaneous, self-running organization, fulfilling an important social as well as

educational need. Consistent with its informal character and large non-govern-

mental component, the African club movement is highly adaptable. Some groups

have a.. definite place for their activities, while others may meet in one of the .

women's homes or even under a tree.
Tangible achievements have been produced by many women's clubs. They provide

opportunities for follow-up after women have attended training courses, as in

Kenya. They prepare the break-through for girls' education in conservative rural 4

communities, as in Saudi Arabia. Through some clubs, women are now, for the

first time setting up consumer co-operative stores and other community improve-

ments wholly financed and operated by themselves'.

CO' involving women in community-based activities-integration of women's

activities into more comprehensive programmes'or services has been a major step

forward in some areas. Opportunities arenow provided for women to serve on

local planning committees, to join co-operatives and to work alongside men,

possibly for the first time., As an example: in one Afrigan country, women

worked side by side with men in undertaking mjor village improvement projects

such as the building of cattle dips, fishponds, road building, and the construc=

tion of school and health centre buildings.'
The full' development of women's training programmeS often depends on

providing adequate transport. Nobility is of the-escence when it comes to

covering large areas'and establishing personal contacts with remote villages.

For example, in Tanzania, to get a group of. women together in any one central

place usually means most of them must travel many miles_on foot. The amount of

energy and time available for productive activity is thus greatly rtailed, and

continuous programmes requiring regular"=attendance face real difficulties.
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UNICE1

by Mar ,aret Gaan

1

The most superficial survey of the iture on women reveals that every

writer has ,a different concept about women. To Florence Nighingale, women were

ministering angels of mercy. lo John Stuart Mill, they were the last remaining

legal slaves. In Bangkok's leading Sunday magazine, Sumalee Viravaidya writes

witha deep sense of outrage about the social injustices to which Asian women

are subject. In juxtaposition on the same page, Heather Miller, Women's Editor,

writes complacently about the trivial'pastimes of rich and idle wives. A strik-

ing image has been portrayed by still another observer who writes of the "Bat

Women of Asia, clustered safely in the darkness of male domination and fluttering

about fearfully when an opening door lets in some light".

Who is UNICEF's woman?

UNICEF's woman is to.be found among the vast majority of the lowest (or no)

income peasants faced from childhood deathwith a daily fight for survival.

Or among those who have fled the rigours of the farm to seek the "better"

life of the city, a life which has eluded them, leaving them to exist in shelters

made of scraps of wood and tin, an old'rice sack doing dUty for a door; to feed

themselves and their children with.the few cents that they can wrest by hawking,

Falling lottery tickets, or scavenging in garbage piles for bits of saleable

metal and glass.
,

Or among those, perhaps abandoned by their husbands, who are driven to seek '

support of themselves and their children by illegal activities which expose them

to arrest. (If they have young babies who are still being breast-fed, they are

usually allowed to take their babies to,prisonyith them , leaving the rest of

the children n the care"of the eldest eight or\en-year old.)

Or also, more fortunatly, among those who live in prosperous villageg, or

have jobs on factories, or a stall in the market - *omen who can read or write,

who have potential for bettering their own and their children's lives and are

anxious to do so.

Any of these is UNICEF's woman - on all of them. The child is UNICEF's

buSiness and the-woman, primary resource of the child, must of necessity be

UNICEF's business too, not only as the mother, the care-taker of the child, but

also as a human being entitled to her own rights and dignities.

Throughout the years, UNICEF has shown its concern for women, as mothers, as

workers, as participators it and contributors to the development of their

communities and countries. But before she can participate in or contribute to

development, UNICEF's woman must first develop herself. She must step out of

the bonds that in Asia have.tl.ed her down for centuries - the bonds of illiteracy,

c:Irudgery, male domination, ccatinuous child-bearing, She must acquire not only

the capacity, but also the opportunity and the will to participate in development.

4 o



In the male-dominated societies of we an. has never had the same /-

opportunities as a man for education and training. Until the day she -does, her
status will remain lower, her knowledae and skills inferior and her participation
in_decision-making and development imped or non- 'existant. We are not speaking

.5 of "Women's Lib", but a matter of the basic human principle entitling each
woman to equal opportunity, to eoual riiitS and obligatiots toward herself as
an individual, toward her children as a parent, and toward her society as, .a
citizen.

But it is, not enough to make available to. UNICEF's Asian woman opportupIties
for training, even if those opportunities include, apart form .child care and
home making training to rain her earning capacity through better skills or
such measures as improved fooktroduction, more efficient marketing, home
industries or co-operatives. The tasks men and women perform are not.universally
standardized. Rather, they are assigned by .the particular society, tradition
or culture and may vary greatly from one society to another.

Certainly in the heirarchy of status and.prestige in every Asian society,
it is the tasks performed by men that ate considered the important ones. Thus,

measures which improve a woman's capacity to perform the tasks society has
assigned to her, desirable as they may be in alleviating her immediate burden;;,
do not necessarily raise the status of women, and indeed may well reinforce
their traditional role.

And it is not enough to place women in another setting.. A group of village
girls were given specific training for factory jobs in a near* city. Within a

few,yeeks they left their jobs. They could not stand the long hours of concen-
tration on a precise task, the discipline of strict working.hours. Unable to

.understand the concept of being judged on their perforMance rather than on
village standards of good - neighborliness, they felt inferior to other workers,
worldly-wise city people. -Training for a job skill alone was not enough to
prepare them libr a modern factory working experience.'

This example is typical of the situation in which most Asian women from he

low income groups find themselves. It takes'mdre than just joktraining to
enable women to take an upward step in thei'r status. That step is not simply,

one of increased earning power. It involves learning more about the world, of
gaining confidenceof conceiving relationships other than the fixed ones. of
the family and immediate community, of achieVing new worth and dignity in
their own eyes.

.6?

Many Asian women see themselves as dependent on men., even when they earn a
Rood share of the family income by their own hard work. Consequently, they
have an inherent. deSire to please men, even if this means displeasing them-

selves or victimizing theit,children. From eaxlieft childhood; a Subtle
/inculcation of role models gives males priority, even license. "We spoil our
'boys and teach our girls always to cater to their husbands ..."the Bankok
journalist, Sumalee Virvaidya, has observed.

4 i



Education, it is said,'will eventual this attitude. But it is not

enough to make schools available to girls. problem still exists of attracting

girls to go to school, of persuading parents to send their girl children to

school - the girl children who are kept a,#- home to look after younger brothers

and sisters, oc because they "cannot" go to schools taught by male teachers, or

because they are destined to be wives and mothers and therefore co not "need"

education. In such a situation, even where literacy is achieved, it may not be

relevant. Where practices and customs of oral communication haye evolved over

time to cope with the inability to read and write, one who can read and write may

garner no -reward.

So UNICEF's Asian woman, caught in her trap, seeks in her own heart for her

rewards. There cannot be many. Perhaps only one the fulfillment of her sole .

claim to distinction - the bearing 'of many children. .Researchers have identified

two*main reasons for the general tendency of low income families to have a large

number-of children: the desire-for sons; and "security" in the old age of the

parents. These are, to a large extent, economic motivations, and perhaps typical

of h"vast majority. In everyday life, howevee, one observes examples of other

kinds of motivation.

The case of the. Chauffeur's Wife: Fie has twelve children. Her husband is

spending 59 per cent.of his salary on school fees alone and is constantly in a

financial bind. Everybody' from whom he borrows money gives him a lecture about

family planning. He is prepared, indeed anxious, to practice family planning, but

his wife adamantly refuses. She wants many children. And when onp sees this

enormous family' together one cannot help but be touched by the love they have for

one another, the fathef (in spite of his constant financial worries) happily

;.smiling, the older children looking after the younger ones. the young ones

.'with perfect confidence running to o'der brothers and sisters for help or

sympathy, the mother presiding over all with tenderness and pride. .

The case of the Telephone Offerator: Her husband has not worked since he

developed tuberculosis. She has our daughters in school. She is working as

hard as she can to support all of them. She takes the children on New Year's

Day to visit a lady who has helped her, a comparatively wealthy lady who lives

alone in a fine house. The children react,, not to the fine house, not to the

large garden, not to the goodies they ate given to eat, but to what they conceive

to be the lady's loneliness. "'Poor lady! She lives all alone. Let's ask her

to come to stay with us" - in the tiny two-room cottage in which all six of them

five happily together.

Does Western culture, does "family planning" have motivations to offer that

would adequately substitute for this kind of family love and psychological

security?.

Where does the solution lie? How will UNICEF's Asian woman be freed to

develop herself, to participate in development of her family,, her community,

ultimately her country? (And.the development of every Asian country includes the

need to lower the population growth rate, differences lying only in the degree

of urgency.) What is the Secret?



The honest answer. to that questiort isitnLit we really don't know: Researchers .

have seen, like the protruding tops of icLberL;s., some facts to which we are now'

directing. programmes. No doubt the pro-;c.n.7.2s will be effective in alleviating

many of the problems facing women today. But these programmes may be treating
only symptoms. We don t yet know.

Some interesting insights can be gleaned from the reports.of various UNICEF
.meetings:

- "There was a surprising lack of specific information about the lives of

women and how they spend their days in rural communities."

- (In discussing planning for slum populations) "From the outside planners'
point of view, slum housing is the number one necessity - they look at
it and are horrified by the rundown ramshackle shelters - bet when one
starts looking at it from the point of view of the slum popu'ation, one
finds that the priority they give to.housing is fourth or fifth on the
scale, below employment, school for the children, water facilities, and
so forth. So one is brought to a jarring halt because one has assumed
that what any human being wants the slum people also want. They do want it,
they think it is good, but their priority scheme may be quite different."

- "To assist the woman who carries the burden of the household, we have .

water` supply schemes. But it is the child who collects water rather than
the woman, She is confined to her Joint family home, villages being small
collections of huts in which there is a joint family life with its own
form of social life. There has been attempt to develop tailoring and
sewing classes for women, but apart from the initial supplies it is
extremely 'difficult to find in the village a reel of thread or even a

needle. We must go on to completely new ideas..."

Let us, then, not be satisfied °that we are "doing our best". Surely we
should be able 'io\do better - but to do better,we must first learn more. If we

believe in development, if we believe that development will ultimately provide
the best possible life.for people, the best possible situation for children to
be born into, if we believe that true development can be achieved only if women

contribute to it as equal partners with men, then it seems we must learn more
about UNICEF's woman, more about her life in rural communities; in urban commun-
ities, in slums - above all, perhaps, more about what motivates her to seek the

capacity and the opportunity to develop herself.
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The Odds Are Changing for Women in. Nepal

By M. 3. Fd. 'i;

Pokhara. A little Nepali town ringed by marvelous snow mountains that are
newly astonishing every day. And along the steep, precarious Mountain slopes,
always there are the women, bearing heavy loads on their backs.

When Indira Devi. Gurung goes back up those slopes to her village called
Dampus, some three days distant by foot, she will be a very different person.
Different fr.= what she was before she took the teacher training course at
Pokhara. Different from the majority of women living in the villages of Nepal.

Take Topli Devi, for example. She is 21 years old and completely dependent
on her seven-year-old brother for every transaction made outside the home

because she is illiterate and does not even know how to count adequately. So,

she is ashamed to go out alone.

Or the widow Durga Devi Regmi who lives in the village of Batiichauer.
She is fighting with her brother-in-law over property. She knows she is being

cheated but since she is illiterate she has little recourse except to weep arid
scream.

Unfortunately, these examples are not too surprising for in Nepal few girls
ever have the chance to go to school. Out of every 100 boys in Nepal, 56 go to

school; out of every 100 girls, only.eight do so.

But if the programme that Indira is attending achieves its'goals, and if
all the trainees have Indira's enthusiasm and determination, these odds will
surely be changing, and, hopefully, many more young girls will start out life

equipped with a better basic education than eleir mothers or grandmothers ever
had.

The teacher training project - officially titled ".Experimental'Project for

,.Equal-Access for Girls1prid Women to Education".- started in 1971 with assistance

from UNESCO and UNICEF. The pilot area chosen for the project is Gandaki Zone

where over a million people live, largely in villages which can only be-reached

on foot.

The project aims to increase tile enrolment of girls in schools, to provide

maximum:facilities for the training of women teachers, to improve the curricula

and teaching methods, to provide incentives for women to join the teaching

profession, and to ensure, as far as possible, their employment under favour-

able conditions. When the project ends in 1976, it is expected that the per-

centage of girls attending schools in the area will be 40 per cent of the total

enrolment - in 1967-1968 it was 1'3 per cent.

This year there are 50 trainees from widely scattered areas who will spend

one year in Pokhara where the training course is given. This geographical

distribution is an improvement over the first year when only 27 students were

xecruited,largely from the immediate neighborhood. Some piece the-blame for

this on the fact that recruitment had been done only through official channels

with no personal visits from project personnel.

4
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In 1972, however, Mrs. Elsie Hoge, The Norwegian"UNESCO Advisor and the
UNICEF Liasion Officer personally visited the villages, walking miles to do so,

and the project itself by this time was better icnown and understood by the
District Panchayat members, Supervisors and District Education Officers.

An important incentive in attracting young women to the training programme
is the stipend of Rs. 100/- each paid by UNICEF, who, also pays for travel,
hostel rent and equipment.

The first group of primary school teachers under the project finished their
training at Pokhara in December 1971 and all but 2.out of 27 have been employed

back in their villages. Of these two, one eloped and now she serves in her
husband's shop; but even sc, all has. not been lost, fo'r she 'recently sat for
the qualifying examination and it is hoped that she will return to teaching ode
day

The other girl is from the town of Pokhara where limited job opportunities
and greater competition have prevented her from securing a suitable job. This

problem points up how important it is that trainees be recruited froth the,
villages where there is a great'scarcity of trained teachers. This will also

help to encourage more young girls to enter school, for the question of distance
from home is a matter of great importance.

There are far fewer lower secondary schools than there are primary schools
and in a number of villages girls, have to live far away from their homes to

attend school after the fourth grade. In many cases their parents may not

permit them to do this. Opportunities must be provided in the villages for
fourth and fifth grades so that young girls need not travel long distances or
live away from home.

A serious problem arose with regard to the qualifications of the primary

school teacher. The new National Education Plan states that a School Leaving
Certificate (SLC) is to be the minimum qualification for pribary teacher ,

trainees. The SLC is awarded after passing au examination at the end of the

10th grade. Intended to raise both the status and the qualifications of teachers
this had an unforseen effect of discrimination against women in most districts a
as only those living, ,in central areas with well developed school systems had a

any chance of getting the SLC. So a crash programme is now going on at Pokhara

to prepare the girls for the SLC along with their training course.

But leaving the SLC aside, there are cases where no recruitment is possible
from a district because there is no girl who has passed even the eighth grade..

This was the case in Manang with a population of 7,000 - and not one eligable

girl candidate for the project.

The Nepalese Government has now requested UNICEF for ten scholarships for

girls from Manang to study in a nearby high school, after which they will be

sent for training.

Despite the tight schedule imposed on the trainees at Pokhara because, of

the necessity of working for the SLC; they all enjoy living together in the

hostel and a great deal of fun and games go on.

V.
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When.these young women first come from their villages they wear shawis

over their heads and mumble from behind their arms which they place before

their faces. But in a surprisingly short time their transformation into more

assured young ladies is complete.

Mixed physical education takes place on the campus and in the beginning

the girls insisted on hiding behind,a wall while they exercised. No touch

games would be played by them. Today, they play volley-ball-with the boys.

By the time they leave, these once shy girls are welrequippe& to deal with

their pistribt Panchayats - nearly always made up of men - and others in their

villages.

A heartening feature is the increasing acceptance by young-men of the ad-

vantages of having educated andtrained wives. Several of the trainees are

married and three of the girls are about-to have babies.. It was planned that

these girls should'have their babies in the hospital at Pbkhara and ,Iceep the

babies with them in the hostel (where the authorities were prepared to hire

help to look after them) and the babies would thenbe used to teach the girls

child,care. Some of the:male instructors, however,interfered saying that it

was not for the young husbands and wives but for their parents to decide. For

a while, it, seemed as if the plan would founder on tradition, but the young

husbands.have stood firm and what would surely be a revolutionary step any-

where is about to take place in remote Pokhara.

As part of the project, a village community course is given which is

attended by 23 Gandaki village women, most o'f whom have never before been aw,A3

from their villages. In-depth interviews conducted by the staff brought some

spirited, even rebellious feeling to the surface.

"I don't care for my husband - let him take another wife," says

one young woman.

"I do not want to work in my husband's home, another complains.

And yet another cries: 'Let my parents giveme some property and

I will look after myself."

Nearly all these women are second or third wives and.some of them have been

returned to their parents because of their failure to produce children, or

simply because they have been supplanted by another wife. All of them say that

it is common in their villages for the men to marry more than once. And an

uneducated girl is her father's or her'husband's chattel.

Breaking, into spontaneous song one day the tvomen sang:"We want books, we

want pencils. 'Boys get books, boys get slates. We have nothing." And one

woman sang: "L am 20 years old, but I 'know nothing. I want to know. I want

to read and write. My btother goes to college, but I cannot read."

These women were trained for six weeks in hygiene, child care,and fmaily

planning. At the end of the course, three of them joined the teaher training

project.

- 3 -



When the young women return to their villages after completing their
training course at Pokhara, the conditions under which they teach vary from
cement tables and benches to a little place by the river Where, when it rains,
Kamla, one of the trained teachers, gets the children under four umbrellas
aid tells them stories.

At this little school in Shikhaghara one can always see a group of
children hanging about trying to pick.up any learning they can, even though
their parents will not seed them to school. Kamla recounts how'two children
stole wood to get their fees.

These schools are devoid of almost any kind of visual aid and when Kamla
used flannelgraphs she found they had a sensational effect on the children
from other sections who stormed over to her class to see the "visual aid".
So now she's teaching the other teachers to make a few.

Virtually no picture books are available in Nepal. The teacher trainees
themselves had never seen picture books, but naw they enjoy making them in
their book-producing class. And it was gratifying,, if pathetic, to see the
eagerness with which the children in the Laboratory School received these
roughly produced books.

A qtrealf of touPhness can be seen in the girls of Nepal.- Tave Dhak
Maya who resisted marriage. Her father had chosen a husband for her and'one
day'he Came to the hostel to claim her. Dhak Maya did not want to marry, so
the girli of the hostel rallied around and actually drove the would-be bride-
groom and his supArters from the hostel gates. Today Dhak Maya continues her
studies and smiles sweetly when the story is mentioned.

A thief who broke into'the hostel similarly received short shrift.
Caught by the girls, they beat him unmercifully until he begged for protection
from them - preferring the police to the girls.

Indira Devi Gurung who will return to her village this year says eagerly:
"I plan to carry out.immediatelY all that I have learned '" Things will be
easier for her, too, because Mb of her cousins who were trained,Ln the first
batch are already back home in .Dampas teaching.

r

When Indira Devi is ready to marry she will insist on having an educated
'husband. The ,greatest reed in '?epal today, according to her, is greater education.
She sees wow as .a force that can do much good for the country and she has,
plans to help the women of her village with adult literacy classes. She
points proudly to her friend Thulu Kumari who rata away from home to join the
project. In the first group .of trainees three girls were forced to'leave
because of marriage. In this second group, married girls have been sent by
their husbands.

She was asked what she would do if after marriage she was required to
give up her job to help out with house or land. "I ameducated, I can stand
on my own feet.- No one can force me'; she replied proudly.

A far cryfrom widowed Durga Devi Regmi, at the mercy of'her brother-in-
law; from'Topli Devi who cannot read and write1and is dependent on her seven-
year-old brother; or from the woman who Sang, "My brother goes to college, but
I know nothing."

trif)
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A JOB OF NATI(y:::, INI0gTANCE

By Alastair Matheson

Trudging along dusty roads between banana groves does not sound like work

'of national importance - yet the job which 23-year-old Mrs. Anna Angwafo is .

doing in the grassland area of West Cameroon is just that. As one of a growing

team of voluntary rural development workers in this rapidly-growing West Afridan

Republic, she is involved in a task to which President Ahmadou Ahidjo's

, Government attaches top priority.

The wife of a traditional "Fon" (ruler), in this Engligh-speaking quarter

of the Federal Republic of Cameroon, Mrs. Angwafo spends much of her time in

the picturesque villages .4round Bamenda in northwestern Cameroon, helping the

people, especially the mothers, to build °better lives for themselves;

From her home, the fawn-coloured mud-brick Fon's Palace at Menkon, she

walks for many miles ( or gets a lift when there is a helpful motorist going

her way), and the'women she visits listen eagerly to her advice.on child-care,

nutritious foods, and hygiene in the home. She organizes literacy classes and

the regular dress-making courses she holds on the 11,rounds of her palace home

are always well attended, for they welcome the chance to learn how to make

clothes for their children, and save the money they would have to, spend in the

stores.

,Basidesbeing the wife of the local ruler, Mrs. Angwafo is the daughter

of one of the traditional priests of Menkon, and thus/well-versed in the local

customs and traditions which govern the lives of the people she works among.

It requires much tact, at'times, to dispel 'the deep-rooted superstitions and

taboos against various foods or work against harmful old customs, but in her

role as an auxiliary rural development worker, she is helping to raise the

living standards of many people in this upland zone of West Cameroon.

Mrs. Angwafo has had the benefit of a UNICEF-sponsored community deyelopment

course run by the West Cameroon Government. As a result of the initiative

she displayed, both at the course and afterwards, she has become one of the

local'411age leaders, helping to organize projects in the area and promoting

child welfare work as a vital aspect of rural developmeit work.

One of her biggest sources of encouragement is her husband. ,Unlike some-

men, who tend to ridicule women's efforts to improve their status And introduce

"new-fangled" methods in the home, 1,ar husband is one of thb most progressive

men, not only in the area in'which they live but in West Cameroon. Fora

number ofyears he has been an elected Member of the Legislative Assembly

in Buea.

To the southeast of Bamenda, in the federal capital of Yaounde, the

Cameroon government is placing increasing emphasis on the type of work which

Mrs. Angwafo and thousands like her are doing. Before the English-speaking

West Cameroons (formerly governed as part of Nigeria) federated with the

larger, French-speaking East Cameroon, (on October 1, 1961), the West

already had a fairly intensive and successful community development network.

UNICEF's assistance, which began in West Cameroon in 1967, will now be ex-

tended to the entire Federa Republic, whose population is nearing the six-

million mark. Cameroon en oys the distinction of being the only country in

Africa to have two European languages (English and French) as official

languages.



The Federal. Government to Yaoundeirece-fitly voted an4equtvalent of
$5,000,000, for a four-year programme to expand the rural development work,
as one of the main features of its Second Development Plan. Five Ministries
are involved in the wide-ranging project.

Its pgforts are being backed by-e'whole chain of United Nations agencies.
In addition to UNICEF, which has provided training materials, transport and
training grants, help and advice is coming from UNESCO, WHO, FAO, UNDESA.
and the UNDP. International volunteers have come from as far afield as the
United States, Switzerland, Holland and Taiwan.

But it is at the "grass roots" level such as Menkon and withlthe help
of people like Mrs. Angwafo, that the ultimPte success of Cameroonlb rural
deVelopment dative depends.

as
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Women: Tradition Attitudes Ideas '

La

"The World of today has Peen many revoluntionary changes, even
in the brief Period since the U.D1'. came i:Ltobeing. The. roles

of mein and women all over the world are also chat:ging, and in

many instances expanding in line'with the adVances society has

. made. . attitudes, however - of women as well as men -

have, ot kept peep witfi these developments. The result is a
zociety"wherathe old patterns no longer hold, but the new

,,ones have not fully developed., 1

Again and-again 1.1.11,. re drts, program evaluations, proposals, or recommenda-
tions point to one copalanCand common obstacle to the advancement of women
throughout the world: the attitudes of both women and men towards women's status

and roles.

A document concerned with the Implementation of the Declaratic,, on the-Elim-

ination of Discrimination ,against Women 2 includes the following responses in

terms of the main obstacles encountered:

in Austria: "anachronistic ideas about the status and roles of women";

I
in Barbados: "the attitudes of women themselves, who dcnied .thmseAves

the 'full implementation of the principle of equality";

in Kenya: "despite steady progress in the breakdown of taboos and social

inhibitions, especially among the educated Olasses..,a lnrp
segment of society still abided by certain cherished :traditional '

norms and customs";

"despite having won equality before the law, women still faced

many practical difficulties, especially in attitudes toward

male and fer,aale, toles and the influence of these attitudes on

the choice of education and occupation".

From your own experience and data (see, sheet, Introviuctory_Activities or What

Does it Mean for Me?), how wouldwu phrase a United States response?

in Sweden:

With respect to equality of access to education, a brief sampling of diffi-

culties stated includes:

indifference and inability to see the point of girls'

priority automatically accorded to education for boys

tradition, especially with respect to early.marriage

eduction and the
(many countries);

(Cameroon);

the conservative attitude of parents (West Germany);

the idea that "a woman's place is in the home" (Laos). 3



With respect to equalit7, of access -1 occupations, a report on the Integration

of domen in Development states: ,

"The main problems resulted from traditional attitudes towards
women's role it society and,the 'belief still held by Many that
that role, in the labor market was marginal..." 9'

And this, -is more specifically examined in a report'concerning the Participation
of Woman in the Social and Economic DevelOpment of their countries, which states:.

"...one of the most fundamental qbstacles in imPler;ienting measures
designed to increase the.,cOntribution of women...was to be foUnd

° in the attitudes and prejudices Of society shown in the attitudes
of men towards women, and of women themeelvds. It was recognized,
-that such attitudes imposed limitations of WO:Tien which began at
birth." 5

Examples given of some of these attitudes were:

.

that women's place was primarily it the, home;
that girls were not expected to be the breadwinners of the family;
that men should make,the Policy decisions;''
that women were viewed as the "weaker sex".

they considered women's attitudes towards themselves and their role,
pointing out that "because of prevailing attitudes in society, women had become
apathetic, passive, ignorant, and unable to adjust to prevailing trends.,...had
an instinctive aversion to aggressive competition,....plere tradltionally defer-

ential to men."

These' excerpts have been included to eAphasize the Significance of the conclu-

sion:

It would therefore appear that the first objective of any longterm
program for the advancement of women should be to'find new ways of

.changing the-underlying attitudes of men and women towards their
respective roles in society..." 6

I
f

Tp find new ways of changing the underlying attitudes, 'seveal factors need
to be known r"

1. What are the present attitudes towards role definition for both men

and women?

2. What age these attitudes based on? Is there. any central assumption

from which other ideas, attitudes,values derive?

3. How are attitudes learned and internalized?

4. How do they operate inhibit change?

,Almost all of.the reading materials included provide some data which should
help you begin to answer these questions. Before looking for data, it win be

useful to design .a chart that' will help you organize your evidence. One way to

0
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do thin would be to,thinit about your o%:;.-1 experience and the expectationsvalues,

and ideas about men and omen prevalent in yo ex own culture. (Spe sheet) Intro

ductory Activities or' Wh t Does This Mean for Me?; both ways of 'collecting and

organizing this data; he statements suggested for discussion are good pointers

for some of the attitudes prevalent in th-, United States.)

The excerpts from two articles concerning wo*n in the Arab world and the

excerpts from the article.ahout women in India are included particularly to

suggest how traditiOnal ideas'and attitudes 'ffect women's access to equality of

opportunity, participation and role and status definitions.

The short article, Ectial Rights NUst Begin in the Cradle, gives visible form

to. this reality, demonstrating in a most devabtating way how attitudeS.and values

can actually reduce expectancy and opportunity to life itself. But the mother

and brother in the photoiraph do not seem visibly concerned. Why?

Do these example6 suggest that the same central assumption about women's role

is present in most societies? What other value systems, ideas?, beliefs appear to

reinforce this? How does this idea about women work in each case or in general

to prevent equality of opportunity? Is this pattern common to all societies for

which you have data?

Think about question 3. In one sense this may be the most important question

of all. Much of what seems to be "best" or 'right," "common sense" or "human

nature," or just "natural",is only our accustomed way of thinking or behaving

transmitted from generation to generation, reinforced by tradition, education,and

experience. As one report comments:

"It is not sufficiently realized that difference' is social

behavior between men and women are to a great extent results

of education and environments." 7

Think about your own experience. What do you learn about male/female role's

from advertisements both in print and'on TV (see sheet, Introductory Activities

or What Does it Mean for me?). How might you rewrite them if you were given the

task to present a nondiscriminatory image? What qualiti4 and characteristics

are por ayed as most desirable for males/females? What roles for women are

typicalfPconveyed in literature, social studies text books, guidance offices?

What behavior is typically encouraged in'young boys but not in young girls, and

vice versa? If you.have brothers and/or sisters, how are you treated differently

because of this? How do your parents justify their actions? Think of examples.

How does this reinforce traditional roles, attitudes, ideas, expectations,

opportunities etc.?

3ut if traditional and limiting roles are learned, they can be 'changed and

new roles learned. But change in ideas, values, expectations-must be accompanied

by an equivalent and real change in opportunities. Read Makin Haste Slowly.

What is the perspective of, this woman, herself raised and educated in a developing

country? Progress and change is never easy. What problems does she identify

here? From your own readings and your own experience, what do you think of her

advice?

t)
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Read The Indian Wothan. Compare the r:!.rcumstances of these eight women with
others in developinge\nations and'in your qpn country. Note the recent changes iu
legislation in your own country. Note the recent changes inllegislation affecting
Indian wcmen Cqmpare them with recent and popoEfed legislation in your state
and nation.

If you had been invited to the International Women's Year Conference in Mexico
City, the first world meeting of its kind on the topic of women, with the three
themes of equality; development and peace, as represented'on the logo for Inter-
national Woman's Year poiters.and you could only make three recommendations.for
action; what would be your prioritles? And how would you support them? Would
one be "to find new ways of changing the underlying attitudes of men and women
towards their. respective roles in something "? Where would you heain?

Footnotes:

Margaret K. Bruce, Assistant Director, Division of Human Rights, Section
of the Status of Women, Report on the Work of the UN Relating to the Status of

Women.

2 Implementation of the Declaration on the Elimination of Discrimineion

against Women and Related instruments, December 1973 (E/CN.6/571)

3 Study on the Equality of Access of girls and Women to Education in the

Context of RuraL Development. UNESCO. February 1973 (E /CN.6 /566 /Rev.l),pp 35-3/ :

4 Report of the Interregional Meeting of experts in the Intergration of

Women in Development, New York, 1973 (ST/SOA/120), p.2.

5 Participation of Women in the Economic and Social Development of their

Countries, New York 1970 (E/CN.6/513/Rev.1).

6
Ibid., P.S.

7
Ibid., p.51.
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Excerpts froni"Aral7 Women Speak Gut"

Customs and traditions have kept women away from the

hazards of public life, but this outlook is changing. N©w

the problem is to encourage women to do something about their

,rights. In Libya, for example, where there are ample job

opportunities, women are.not taking advantag6 of the situation

because of the inhibiting influence of male authority., "Men

'think that if women work, they will'no longer be under male

authority, for they will have their own money and will be free.

So men are scared about that and do not want to give women

their freedom," Mrs. Naima Gebril Burwais said. Illiteracy -

almost total among mature women - is a big handicap, but is

being rapidly overcome'among.the young. There are now 565

women uniVersity.students in the country.

"One of the main problems is to motivate women.". Miss

Najat Hamad Al-Sultan of Kuwait commented.- "This has never

been done before. Women are brought up to be passive.

Changing the external image by legislation, economic inde-

pendence, programs of the 1.rdia, through education and

women's organizations may be successful. Changing the

internal image implies looking at our textbooks, our literature,

newspapers, advertisements, songs, cinema, making.women aware

of certain fields where they are definitely put down. The

responsibility lies with educated women
to participate in a

program for change so that a new' kind,of woman Would emerge.

Then, you would have anew kind of man, too."

t)
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"Islamic Society & Family Planning:
Are they Incompatible?"

by Lana Shukry El-H7mamsy
to

What about th'e situation at the level of the peasant? Recently, a sheikh

in an Egyptian Delta village was shouted down by the villagers and strongly.

reprimanded when he stood up, one Friday, and talked of the benefits to health

and welfare of family planning. Obviously, so far as this group of peasants

was concerned, the fact that official Moslem opinion considered birth control

lawful did not crucially influence or eater their own thoughts and feelings about

thq. matter. This does not, 'however, mean that religious belief is irrelevant.

It simply means that the beliefs and'values relating to procreation and child

birth among some Moslem peasants have less to do with the sinfulness or lawfulness

of the practice of contraception than with other levels of their own beliefs.

What is really more pertinent, I believe, is their view of the world and the

basic values and assumptions underlying their social system.

The peasant's perception of his world is affected by the fact that he lives

Close to nature, with its inexorable laws as well as its unpredictable capricious-

ness. He understands some of its patterns and uses and manipulates them to his

advantage, but he does not basically transform nor completely control them.

The Egyptian peadant, like other peasants everywhere, sees all nature and

all that happens to it and to himself as willed by the Creator, or God. He will,

plant his seeds, irrigate, weed,' use pesticides, rotate his crops, knowing from

experience and example that nature will respond better when thus Maintained, but

he knows that the eventual result of all this effort will, in reality, be what.

God wills.
Existing on the edge of survival, with little control over. his livelihood,

his health, over life and death, or even over the actions of powerful men, the

Egyptian peasant lives in constant fear of what is in store for him. Despite

all care, the cotton worm may suddenly appear and wipe out the one crop that

usually provides all family needs for the year; children and adults who are

seemingly healthy may suddenly fall ill and possibly die. No one really knows

what fortune or misfortune a particular year may bring. Fear is a very real

and basic syndrome in peasant society,

The question of how peasant world view is related to family planning now

needs to be explored. First of all, there is no special reason why the peasant,

who takes his entire life for granted, should question so natural a process as

procreation. He has little control over many of the forces around him, and,

least of all, over birth and death. 'Secondly, as.preliminary investigations

have shown,where the possibility of control of procreation is presented to the

Egyptian peasant, what really militates against its immedIate-dObePtance-aneHhls

world'view as well as the positive value of children in his society. It is not

because of any belief that the use of contraceptives is sinful,for, as we have

already noted, the religious leaders have pronounced it lawful. It is rather

the fear of the consequences of attempting to challenge the will of God. Con-

sidering the fact that young children are constantly in danger of contracting

nines's, many of which turn out to be fatal, that infant mortality in peasant

communities is 150 per thousand or above and that 50 per cent or so of the

children do not survive the first five years of life,.it is understandable that

fear and anxiety should underlie concern over children's welfare and survival.

A peasant woman, who for overriding reasons does not wish to have any more

children, will go ahead and use contraception, or even induce abortion. Thousands

of peasant women do currently use modern contraceptives offered in family

planning clinics when their health seems affected by numerous pregnancies or



when they are assured as many surviving children as, or more than, they want.

,But a contraceptive user may'nevertheless harbour the anxiety that she may be

pitting her will,against God's.and live in dread of consequences.

One of the big arguments for encouraging child birth put forward by the

Village midwife is the importance of the large family. "The large family is

better; a family of twenty, thirty, or forty is, of course, best. This is the

difference between large and small, the difference between the river and the

stream. A small family is 'very miserable indeed.' The fact is that tne number

of adult maleS largely determines the security, both .economic and socialI of the

Egyptian peasant family.. Economically, the more earners and workers in the

family, the more income and the less traumatic. and devastating to the whole

family the sickness or death of one of its important providers.

Sons, in particular; have a high premium in Middle Eastern peasant society

as is reflected in many popular sayings - "A boy is a joy even if he is stillborn",

and "A boy who dies is better than seven girls." A son is considered the main

security for hiI parents, and even his sisters, in illness and old age. The

Shari'a law makes it obligatory for the boy to provide for indigent parents. If

4e should fail to do so, the parents have a right to sue in court and force him

to provide an alimony, Custom makes a boy also responsi le for his sister', and,

as a maternal uncle40.40,hasnumerous-responsibilities to ards his sister's

children. If she does not Marry, he and other male memb rs of the family are

responsiblefor feeding and clothing her.
With,the health conditions as they are and the high 'nfant and child

mortality prevailing in Egyptian villages, a family natur ly needs to have a

large number of children in order toAnsure the survival Of more than one male

child into adulthood. As would be expected, rural familis will wait till a

large number of children have survived beyond the earlier precarious years before

the notion of family planning can be entertained.

The status and role of women within the peasant family is,an additional

factor which militates against population control. By and large, the status

of the woman is subordinate to that of the man. All her important functions are,

performed within the family system and her'status is derived from her family

roles of wife and mother. In a Moslem peasant society, because so much premium

is placed on children, particularly boys, the status of the married woman and

her sense of security is intimately tied up to her procreational function.

A married woman is a low status member of a household until she bears

. children, especially sons. There is no greater stress or insecurity than that

which fades a sterile woman in Egyptian peasant society. If a husband should

marry a second wife who bears boys, the sterile wife's lot is a very sorry one

indeed. She is expected to work for her rival and to be content with very little

attention from other members of the family.

security in a Moslem society. Some peasant women try to have as many children

as possible in order to make it impossible for the husband to afford a second

wife and to make it difficult for him to consider a divorce.

The existence of the\extended family pattern, where a number of adults

share the responsibility of taking care of young children, greatly lightens

the burden of child rearing,in a Moslem peasant society. FUrthermore, the fact

that peasant women do not play any significant roles outside the home which

would conflict or place strains on theirmaternal roles also minimizes the'

burden of children.
.

In short, the perceived benefits and values derived from children in a

Moslem peasant society greatly overbalance the perceil)ed cost.
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Peasant society must develop economically and socially in such a way that

the world begins to appear less threatening. It must appear to the peasant

as a place mhere greater control is porrible over the forces around him, where

existence other than at a subsistence level seems feasiblo, where health and

nutrition levels are higher and children have a greater chance of survival,

where kin and children are no,longer the only source of security; wilex wmmg1

are given the opportunity to play other than family roles end to develop a new

concept of self in which personal achievement has an important place and where

motherhood is not viewed as the all-important goal and the only means to achieve

status; where children demand more attention and greater economic, Social and

psychological investment from parents so that they constLtute both a cost and

abenefit; where education brings enlightenment as well as opening up exciting

new opportunities where individua3 effort can lead to achievement.

it



WOMEN IN INDIA : liYT! OR REALITY ?

By Dr PrmtMa Kapur

In spite of the changes for the better, India continues to be essentially

a man's world.

The male is still regarded as mere desirable than and qualitatively superior

to the female. This is due mainly to consideration of tradition, custom, belief

and ritual. For example, in the patrilineal Hindu society, the dominant section

of Indian society, only a son can perform the essential rites, including the

funeral rites absolutely,necessary for the attainment of salvation, which occupies

a place of great importance in the traditional scheme of life of a Hindu. Apart

from this, a son is the potential wage-earner, the support in old age and the

builder of family prestige and-prosperity, for he brings a dowry into the home

and continues to be a member of the family after marriage. The daughter has to

be protected more, and at marriage has to be sent off with a dowry; she becomes

part of another family and cannot be depended upon for support. Obviously all

these considerations make male offspring more desirable than female. The inequality .

can be seen in the life of any female from a traditional Hindu family and in the

way she is treated as compared'with the male from birth onward.

Even today in-a large number of Hindu households the birth of a female child

is not rejoiced over but rather is a cause of sorrow,and.anxiety, whereas the

birth of a male child is an occasion of much delight ark rejoicing. And with the

birth begins preferential treatment:for a son as regards career, diet, education

and so on. This observation is supported by a recent statistical study of the

position of women in India which points to a declining female ratio. According

to one demographer, the decline is a sign of the.neglect of females at all ages,

from birth to death, which is a persiatant phenomenon'in Indian society. Unlike

the case in the developed countries, the death rates in India among females in

,younger age groups (5-35) are higher than among males, although the rate for

infants is considered to be higher for male than for female babies, and rates for

over-35 year-olds are higher for men than for women. Inadequate nutrition and

health care no doubt contribute, but equally important is he unequal treatment

given to girls and women in traditiOnal families, where female children and females

generally tend to be more neglected than male children*and males.

Doctors, social workers and _researchers who have visited the villages point

out that-there are fixed priorities with regard to the share of food. The mate

who works gets most of the food, while among the children the boys get a bigger

and better share than the girls. Female adults have the last priority. In con-

servative Hindu families, even' when they can afford to feed a good diet to both

male and female children, only the boys are given the rich diet, and girls a much

poorer one. This is mainly because of the conviction that a .girl given rich food

comes of age and starts menstruation earlier. Since at that time she needs a lot

of vigilance and protection, Hindus still believe that girls must be married

either before or at puberty, and since getting her married isle great psychological

as well as a financial bueden, the other family members make conscious and un-

conscious efforts to prevent her having good food and growing'fast.,



When the time for schooling comes it is always the son who gets preference,
and in spite of outwardly equal opportunities the gaps are considerable between
enrolment rates for boys ;arid girls, and between male and female literacy rates -
39.5,per cent for males And 18,7 per cent f ©r females (13.2 per cent in rural
areas) accroding to 1971 census data. This is mainly because of deep-rooted
belief that since a girl's primary and exclusive roles are those of wife and
mother she does not require any formal education.

After marriageta woman is ascribed, a number of dutiep and reponsibilities
with almost no privleges. She is expected to look after her husband and other
members of the family, to take her meals only after, all males and elderly female
members of the family have eaten, and to eat only whatever is left. She is neg-
lected, and rarely is any attention given to her diet or health. There is hardly
any companionship with her husband and their relationship is more or less bio-
logical. She is expected to be always ready to give her husband physical
pleasure, whenever he wants it, with no consideration of the absence of desire
on het part or of her physical exaustion.

A married woman has low status in the household until she becomes pregnant;
whiCh is considered being honourable and lucky. If she fails to bear children
it is never her husband but'she who is despised and blamed for being sterile.
Her status improves considerably the ',lament she becomes a mother of sons. Her

position is lowered and she is criticzed as well as neglected if she happens
to bear only daughters. Her status,ense,of security, power, success and .

satisfaction are intimately linked with her procreative function, especially
with producing sons. And since she is often ignorant of the fact that the rate
of infant and child mortality has come dawnand is not convinced that her and
her children's health is being, cared for, she continues to repeat her "fertility
performance" and produce large'numbers of children just tp ensure the survival
of a few male children into adulthood. *Men in India ild've an average of 5 to

6 children, and this is another factor responsible for their and their children's'

ill-health and malnutrition. Experience allover the world has shown that too
many births at short intervals present a serious health risk to both mother and

child. (See A.R. Omran, Health Benefits, for ?"other and Child, WORLD HEALTH,

Januray 1974)

As_compared to the economically developed countries, in India large numbers
of women still die through childbirth,4miscarriages and abortions. This is
another indication of the neglect of young women's health and life, which is not
taken very seriously by the men or elderly women of the family. Im villages

and in traditional families it is still customary to give birth at home and to
have the child delivereo by the semi - skilled or inadequately trained indigenous

nurses called "dais". Studies have also shown that because of ignorance and
society's deep-rooted prejudice, about 40 per cent of Indian women seeking
abortions still get them done by unauthorized and untrained people, which is

very dangerous.
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In traditional Hindu spilies, inequalities betwczln a man and a woman are
very great in situations where either of them divorces or loses a life-partner.
While a widow or a divorced woman is in a very inferior position, faced with
social ostracism and able only,*noRinally to utilize the 'Privilege of re-
marriage, ,a widower or divorced man is once again in demand in the marriage
market, and utilizes extensively the privilege of marrying again without
criticism. Also the neglect and maltreatment of women by society, in-laws or k

husbands afters marriage affects their emotional and mental health. This is

indicated by the increasing percentage of suicides among married women at-
tributed to marital tensions.

o

In societies like India's, where the hold of tradition is still quite
strong, where customs, rituals, beliefs' and social norms continue to perpetdate

t he dictum of the male's superiority and desirability, and, where attitudes
and life for the masses have undergone little transformatiop, it is not easy
to make equality of women felt or practised in reality. Wodoubt legal and

political equality even in theory is no small achievement and has brought'about

considerable improvements over past years in women's status. Yet by and large,

women have not been able to enjoy equality with men at home, at work or in

society as a whole. For masses of women it is still a myth. The situation,

with minor variations, is more or less the same in most of the Asian countries,

such as Indonesia, Sri Lanka, Burma, Laos, Malaysia and the Philippines, where
ill spite of legal.equality there is still no true equality between man and

women.

§tudies as well as obsery tions haye shown that it is women more than men
who perpetuate the traditions; %that mothers are the/most important socializing

agents and are responsible for-looking after the diet and health of children;

that ignorance on the part of women is equally responsible for malnutrition
among children; that women's lack of motivation in life other than that of
bearing children proves harmful far their awn and their children's physical and

mental health; and that the brunt of the work of delivery of health services
rural India, for 80 percent of the population, is borne by women - midwives

iand "dais". Therefore it is of priMe importance that .giils be given education
in literacy 'as well as health and nutrition, and be better motivated; that

mothers be taught proper child care and how to.use locally available food and

traditional diets more effectively; and that indigenous health workers or

"dias" be properly trained to attend health needs and rural health services,
including family planning.

Legal equality is not enough; social equality is no less essential. 'Millions

of Indians need ta be convinced that the>world for then too is a place where

existence other than at subsistance level is feasible; where health and

nutrition levels have risen so that children have greater chances of survival
and are no longer the only source of security; where motherhood is not the only ,

means of achieving status; where health and education can eradicate ignorance,
superstition, prejudices and those outdated rituals, social customs, values,

processes and attitudes that make women appear inferior; and where men and

women should be treated as equals from birth to death, and should have equal

opportunities for education, employment and developing'their own personalities

and interests.
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equal rights must slat
in the cradle

Equal rights for women are -enshrined in the Indian constitution, and in no
country on earth do women play a more important role in influential circles.
Yet, the task of extending meaningful equality for women to India's 600,000
villages is proving heartbreakingly slow. All too often, inequality starts at
birth. And too many ,families want at least two sons, and for them, daughters
are just extra mouths to feed. A study in the Punjab, one of India's best-fed
states, showed that ten times as many female infants as male infants died of
nutritional marasmus.
This is true not only in India but in many parts of the world where, unfortunately,
ignorance is responsible. for_ perpetuating prejudicds against females.
The babies in this picture are two- year -old twins: the one on the left, a girl,
the one on the right, a boy; both raised at home. The picture was taken in the
nutritional rehabilitation centre at C.S.I. Campbell Hospital, Jammalamadugu, in
southern India. The difference in their condition is entirely due to the fact
that the boy was nursed first and fed first, his sister getting what was left
over. Even here in the clinic, the mother, 'rho holds the little girl' in her lap,'
and the twins' big ,brother, who holds the boy in his lap, are lavishing their
attention on the crying, boy, while the apathetic little girl is scarcely noticed.
Beliefs and attitudes take decades and centuries to develop, but hopefully,
it will not take that long to change some of the more harmful ones. With
continued efforts by governments and international agencies to introduce
modern6concepts of health and nutrition to mothers all over the world, slowly,
but surely, one day in the not too distant future, equal rights ,will "start in
the cradle" for all.
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Distributed through the courtesy of the U.S. Committee for UNICEF, School Services. From
UNICEF NEWS #76, "Third World Women," July 1973, p. 17. For additional resource material
with teaching guide, request "Womanpower in the Third World" Teacher's Kit #5410, $1.50, from
U.S. Committee for UNICEF, 331 E. 38th Street, New York, NY 10016.
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MAKING HASTE SLOWLY

by Txuong Thanhdam

(Editor's Note: This article bluntly challenges some widely held

as;umptions about women's needs and aspirations. But since it

refhicts the first-hand experience of a woman raised and educated

in a developing country, it provides a useful and thought - provoking

counterpoint to more commonly expressed ideas.)

"Equality" is not just a matter of numbers. It is one thing to cite the

overall facts and figures on the inferior status of women. But interpreting and

applying this data "across the board" is quite a different matter. For the

world is not a homogeneous place -- -and, although the problems of inequality may

appear alike everywhere, this seeming resemblance is deceptive.

To begin with, there are several countries where equality between men an4

women is as old as the society itself. A married Burmese woman, by tradition,

retains her name and property rights. She doesn't even wear a wedding ring. And

in many African nations, women have always played as important a part ea men in

economic activities.

More meaningful still, in today's kaleidoscope of cultures not all women

have the same attitude towards equality. Some, in fact, still live behind "veils"

so thick that they screen out the very concept. Policy makers who proclaim the

need to change, expand and elevate women's roles must take into consideration

the outlooks of such women, and the needs of their societies as well.

The low-income woman in a remote village of Oman, for example, is unaware

of any such thing as 'development." She has never questioned the inequitlas

between men and women, simply accepting and living with them as part of ner,

culture. Full equality may not seem nearly as important to her as the possibil-

ity of access to basic services which will make life easier for her and better

for her children. And efforts to push her into participating in the devdlopment

of her country will very likely fail because she /is preoccupied with the day-to-

day problems of her family and community. Change must be sought in, terms of her

needs and interests---rather than in terms of some abstract ideal.

Moreover, the drive for equal representation of women in all fields and at

all levels may be quite premature in societies where survival itself is threatened

by shortages of food, jobs and basic skills. What is urgent in these situations

is to build a labour force that can make the economy grow. After all, the real

inequity that overshadows most others in the economic one. Put another way, a

woman should never be given a job solely for the sake of equal representation--*

just as she should never be denied alob simply because of her sex. Artificially

created equality, and its handmaiden "tokenism", can be merely cosmetic gestures

of appeasement to an uneasy social conscience, rather than real cOntributions to

an effective development effort. On the other hand, women in genuine leadeFship
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roles cap be positive models for others, and can use their positions to bring
about meaningful equality.

In some developing countries, women have long been accustomed to total
dependence on men. This situation,is changing, but many of these women have
not yet overcome their feelings of inferiority, They still regard themselves
as subordinate to men. Training them for what are traditionally men's jobs
does not necessarily confer on their' equality of-status. On the contrary, it
may thrust them into a discomforting situation for which they are ill-prepared.
What these women need now is a full recognition cf,theIr worth :in their current
roles, out of Which will.comera fuller recognition,of,their rights---by them-
selves as Well as by men.

None of this means that fundamental changes must not eventually take
place in women's role and.status: And practical possibilities for altering
today's picture lie in the hands of the young. Tradition has notyet unbreak-
ably shackled the pattern of their thinking and behviour. Education can
make them more aware of their rights and potentials---more willing to be inde-
pendent and to accept greater responsibilities. Already these young women of
the developing world understand the importance of equal participation in pro-
gress Thus they should be a major focus of efforts to strengthen economies
and societies by the injection of woman power. For not only are they prepared
to be changed in their own ways. They are also ready to set in quicker motion
the wheel of change itself.



THE INDIAN WOMAN

by Norma 'fanklil

. The Indian male is the all-important centre of the universe around whom the woman

revolves. Her whole raison d'etre is to have a male child.. The continuance of

the family is dependent upon the male. Pnce her son is born, a woman can begin

to assert herself, and her gradual weilding of power culminates in her becoming

a mother-in-law.

Shanti

A village womanlaged about 25, but not too sure of her age. It has no

importance. Nobody ever bothered to.record her birthday.

She has five children and is in an advanced stage of h r-,6th pragnaily.

Shanti is anaemic and meek. Her mother-in-law stands by a the Auxiliary-

Nurse-Midwife (ANM) examines her, and it is the Mother-in- aw who shakes her

head emphatically when the ANM suggests that this should Joe Shanti's last

pregnancy.

"It is the will of God," says the mother-iw-laW. "We have to take what

God gives us."

And she remains adamant in the face of all the ANM's logic and pleas.

After all, should Shanti die (gnd the chances are high), her son can find another

wife. Nobody consults Shanti, and she would not dream of opposing her mother-

in-law.

Sharda

A public relations executive earning Rs. 1,500 - a iboatii (about US$190).

She is 31 years old and has two children. She is married to a chartered

accountant who eatus between Rs. 2,000/ - to Rs. 3,000/- monthly (about US

$250 to $380).

Sharda's marriage was an arranged one, and despite her academic qualificitions

and earning capacity, her parents had to give her, in addition to a trousseau

and househOld equipment, an ample cash dowry. Sharda did not protest; and her

parents did not expect her to, a dowry being customary,

Dulari

-Without having any choice in the matter, she was married at the age of 15.

Her husband and his mother consistently ill-treated her because they considered

her dowry insufficient. Dulari's parents, aware of her sufferings, could not

take her back because that would mean dishonour for them. So one ,morning Dulari

poured kerosene over herself and set herself ablaze.

Rakha

Eighteen years old, she wears jeans, maxis, saris, with equal ease. She is

at the university and would like some day to have a job. While she accepts the

idea,of an arranged marriage ("My parents want only the best for me") she is

determined not to marry an,only son ("too close a bond with his mother") and

she will not ever agree to live in a joint famil7. "I want to be independent"

she asserts.



Parameswari

Working as a daily labourer on a construction site, she doesn't know her
age. She carries cement or bricks on her head walking with'a regal swing ofo
her hips that belies the hardships of her life. She has.three children alive.
Three died in infancy. Paradeswari blushes when you ask her if she will have
more. "It is.in God's hands,"Thhe giggles. The fact is that her husband will
not agree to her being sterilized. Because, fie says, it will turn her immoral.
Many Indian husbands feel that easy birth control will set their wives free in
an undesirable4way. Frequently in the evenings her husband comps home drunk
on country liquor and beats her up. She accepts the beatings as a way of life
to which she is accustmed.

Raiyalakshmi

An Aniin her twenties, she lives and works in the villages:,of.,Uttar
Pradesh more than a thousand miles from her native Kerala. It took great
courage for a young girl like PajyalakshIli togo so far from home in,search of
a job. A few years ago i,t would have been unthinkable for a young unmarried
girl to live among strangers, work for a living, unprotected by any male reldtives.

Jvnaki

A domestic servant, she sweeps and cleans in a number of apartments.
Scrubbing vessels, washing clothes, grinding the spices, Janaki makes altogether
Rs. 80/- per month (about US $10). .

She Was married when she was about 15 and deserted before she was 25 because
she produced female children only. No alimony or child maintenance for Janaki.
She and her four girls subsist on the wages she gets working from morning to
evening.

Mariamma

A nurse and unmarried, she is the second in a family of six. When she came
of age to be married, there wasno money for her dowry and besides, she had, four
young brothers to be educated. So Mariamma was sent for nursing, and, every
month the larger part of her meagre earnings went to the brothers.

. She is now 35 and unlikely to get married. But she never questions the idea
that, her first duty was to her brothers.

The Indian woman, like everything else, is changing charadter with the
changing times, and everything said of her will not at any time be true of all
Indian women.

With the female literacy rate in India as low as 18.4 per cent, however, it
is obvious that most Indian women remain economically and menLally,shadkled.
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Legislation has come to the aid of Indian women. Permitting the right of
inheritance, widow remarriage, preventing child marriages and prohibiting dowry
are some examples. It now remains for women to avail themselves of their
increasing opportunities.

All over India a silent revolution is taking place, led by women who have
no idea that they are revolutionary, who have never he'ard of'"Womea's Lib":
girls doing highly skilled precision jobs in factories, offices, hospitals:
girls who 20 years ago would never have dreamed of setting foot outside their
homes, who now work in villages and towns miles from home: girls who would not
have uncovered their faces before a man now work beside him as an equal.

Women are very important for India's development, for in a traditional
society, only women can reach other women - women like-Rajyalakshmi, the
ANM, who represent the only modern medical care a village woman might get,
women. like gram sevikas (social workers) who teach rural women literacy, child-
care, nutrition, hygienic practices.

o As Indian women penetrate into areas until recently barred against them
and learn to hold their own, a change will take place, is already taking place,
which must gradually reach out and involve the vast majority of Indian women
who still today lead a .protected life - dependent on father, brother ,husband,
son. c.

Raksha Bandhan - A popular festival when a girl ties a bracelet or
'retchi' on a man's arm and feeds him sweets. In return he premises

her his brotherly protection.

Kadwachauth - A wife undertakes a day's fast to propitiate the God
so she will not be left a widow. Needless to say, there is no such
ritual for an Indian husband. While widow remarriage remains a
rarity, for Which special legislation was required, there has never
been any taboo against widower remarriage.
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January 1974.
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'International Seminar on the Family in a Changing Society,' ESA/SDHA/AC.3/.!

Other Documents availably from United Nations Sales Section, United Nations, NY

"Participation of Women in Community Development,' (E/CN 6/514/Rov.),

Sales no. E. 72.IV.8.
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"Equal Rights for Women: International Women's Year. 1975. Background

Papers. OPI/518, New York 1974.

Documents available from UNICEF, Division of Information, UNICEF, United Nations,
New York, NY 10017.
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for Family and Community Life." E/ICEF/ Misc. 169. July 1970. 65-

page report on programs in Latin America for the education and

training of rural and urban women.

"General Progress Report of the Executive Director: Program Developments

in the Eastern Mediterranean." E/ICEF/616/Add 3/Annex. February 1972.

Summary of report dealing with women in labor, women as homemakers,

women as participants in community affairs, summary and conclusions

based on surveys in Egypt, Lebanon and Sudan.

"Conference with Regional Direcitors at Headquarters on Program Matters."

EXPRO 231. May 1974. Three attached papers for discussion:

Partiol,patiod of Women and Girls in Development.
Assess6ent of Projects for the Education and Training of Women and

Girls for Family and Community Life. (Original, E/ICEF/L.12;5) Q

UNICEF and Family Planning. A note for discussion.

UNDP. United Nations Development Program, Division of Inforiation, United Nations,

Neu York, NY 10017 , I

'Commitment : "1975 -; A Years for the Whole, Human Race." No.4, 1574. An

information and,action leaflet primarily concerned with women's role

in development.

Ways and Means, Part Nine. "1975 - A Year for Reaching Out." A leaflet,

designed to stimulate action on the part of non-governmental organi-

zations in terms of International Women's Year with useful photos

and questions.

UNESCO Courier, available from Unipub, Box 433, Murray Hill Station, New York,

NY 10016%.

The March and August/September 1975 editions devoted to International

Women's Year.

World Health, available from United Nations Bookstore, New York, NY 10017

This magazine published,by the World Health Organization devoted the

January 1975 edition to International Women's Year.
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ECA: Economic Commission for Africa, Tha Women's Program, Human Resources
Development Division, ECA, P.O. Box 3001, Add4 Ababa, Ethiopia.

Newsletter: African women.

"The Status and Role of Women in East Africa." Social Welfare Series.
'United Nations No.6, June 1967.

.

"Women - The Neglected Resources for Agrarian Development. (Article for
special issue on "Women.in Development" of the Canadian Journal of

a
African Studies) ESA/SDHA/AG:2/6. 1972.

3

BLOJaatikly.

General

Berg; S. and J. Marks eds: About Women (Greenwich: Fawcett Publications, In4.),
1973.

Boserup,t,, Women's Role in EconOmic Development (New York: St. Martins Press),
1970.

Chabaud, J., The Education and Advancement of Women, UNESCO, 1970.

Galenson,' M., Women and Work: An International Comparison, Cornell University
Press, 1973.

Huber, J. ed., Changing Women in a Changing Society (Chicago: University of
Chicago Press) 1973.

,Jacobs, S.E., Women in Perspective. A Guide for Cross-Cultural Studies. (Chicago:
University of Illinois Press), 1974. (This is an extensive bibliography
by geographical region and by, topic.)

Janeway, E., Man's World. Women's Place. A Study in Social Mythology. (New-York:
Dell Publications Company), 1971.

Kotter, H.R., Social Change and Rural Development. FAO. 1973

Rosaldo, M.Z. and L. Lamphere eds., Women Culture, and Society. (Stanford, Ca.:
Stanford University Press), 1974.

Ross, S.C., The Rights, of Women ( New York: Avon Books), 1973.

Sullerot, E., Women, Society and Change (New York: Weidenfeld and Nicolson),1971.

Regional

Baba of Karo, A Woman of the Muslim Hausa (New York: Praeger), 1965. (Autobibgraphy
recorded by.M.R. Smith).
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Bedran, H., Arab Women in National Deiolopmnt. 1972

Ballinton, M., Women in India. (Now York: International Publications Service),

1973.

Bennett, K., Kiabah: Recollection of a Navajo Girlhood. Los Angeles:

Westernlore Press), 1965.

Chao Pu-Nei, Autobiography of a Chinese Woman, (New York:, Greenwood Press), 1970.

Curtin, K., Women in China, (New York: Pathfinder Press, Inc. ) 1974.

de Jesus, Carolina, Child of the d'ark, (New York: New American Library), 1962.

(A diary of life in a Brazilian favela or slum).

Gordon, D.C., Women of Algeria: An rssaY on Change, (Cambridge! Harvard

University Press), 1968. (A Harvard Middle Eastern Monograph Series)

Hnksar, U.,

Lewis, 0.,
Amer

.Little, K.

The Future That Was', (Thompson,Ct: InterCuIture Associates) 1974. (As:.(.'.

Flat Families , (New York: New American Library), 1959. (Latin

ica).

African Women in Tams, (New York: Cambridge University Press),1974.

C;kamura, M., Changing .Japan: Women's Status, (Thompson, Ct: InterCulture

-Associates), 1974.

Paulme, D., Women of Tropical Africa, (Berkeley: University of California Press),

1971. p

Sidel, R., Women and Child Care in China, (New York: Hill and Wang, Division of

Farrar, Straus & Giroux,,,Inc.), 1972. ,

Ward, B., Women in the New Asia. UNESCO, 1963 (available from UNIPUB, 650 First

Avenue, New York, NY 10016)

United States

Cassara, B.,The Changing Image, (Boston: Beacon Press), 1962.

Ebstein, C., Woman's Place, (Berkeley: University of California Press), 1970.

Oakley, A., Women's c;:fork, the Housewife Past and Present, (New York:" Pantheon),

1974.

A.,compiler, Women in American Life, (Boston: Houghton-Mifflin), 1970.

MacDonald and Zaret, eds.. Schools in Search of Leaning, (Washington D.C.:

Ass6ciation for Supervision & Curriculum Development), Chapter 2, 1975.
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School Materials

Hayden American Values Series, "Challe.3 ape. eices," ed. by J. Nelson. (one .

of eight paperback high school texts, The Rights of Women), available from:
Hayden Book Company, Inc., Rochelle Park, NJ.

Women's Rights in the United States, Jackdaw no. A20. Available from : Grossman
Publishers, Inc. (Orders to Viking Press), 625 Madison Avenue, New York,
NY 10022. e

Women in revolt:, The Fight for Emancipation. (England), Jackdaw no. 49. Available
from Grossman Publishers,0Inc. (Orders to Viking Press), 625 Madison
Avenue, New York, NY 10022.

Guidelines for Equal Treatment of the Sexes in McGraw-Hill Book Company Publication,
Available from: Public Information 'and Publicity Dept,., McGraw-Hill,
1221 Avenue of the Americas, New York; NY 10020-r

Guidelines for Improving the Image of Women in Textbooks. Scott, Foresman
Publishing Company, 1900 East Lake hmenue, Glenview IL 60025.

/

Women's Plae *Women!S'Work .Warren -Schloat Productions, Inc., Pleasantville,
NY 10570. sound filmstrips.

Women, The Forgotten Majority. Denoyer-Geppert, 5235 Ravenswood Avenue, Chicago,
IL 60640. sound filmstrips.

Yale/Female: Changing Life Styles., Educational Audio Visual, Inc., Pleasantville,
NY 10570. sound filmstrips.

Audio Visual Materials

Films

Available from Contemporary Films/McGraw-Hill, Princeton Road, Hightstown,
NJ 08520 on rental basis:

Fear Woman. Examines the crucial importanCe of the status of women in
Chana through the story of three women: a Supreme Court Justice, a suc-
cessful business woman, and a progressive tribal chief. 1971, U.N.
International Zone. 28 minutes. color.

Mariana. Explores the life of a moderli South American woman who is deeply,'
involved inothe struggle of Chilean women to achieve dignity in their
society. (Has been criticized as being too slick and not presenting con-
ditions affecting the majority of women in Chile) 1970, U.N. International

Zone. 29 minutes. color.

Women on the March. The struggle for Equal Rights. Records the tempestuous

struggle that characterized the suffrage movement, including imprisonment,
martyrdom and exile. 30 minutes. color.

Women UR-in Arms. Examines the transition of Moslem women from traditional

to modern life in TuniSia. 1965,- U.N. International Zone. 28 11. minutes.

black and white.
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From 3 a.m. to 10 p.m. Portrays the never-ending werkday of a Yugoslavian

housewife, from an early morning jeb at a factory .to late night chores at

home. 15 minutes. black and white.

Available from the United Nations,Film Distribution, room 837C, New York, NY 10017

Uomenpower: Isculitv and Development. Made for International Women's Year

by a United Nations film unit within the context of the United Nations

Conference on Women in Population and Development, this film documents the

progress and the problems of changing roles and expectations of women in

Tunisia. Emphasizing the importance of eduCation in changing attitudes

and status and in opening new opportunities, and the need for child care

facilities and real work roles if women are to participate more equally in

new spheres of activity; the film includes the rural women's situatioa

and recognizes the need for special attention and help. 30 minutes. color.

Womennower: The Peaple's Choice. Made fer International Women's Year by

a United Nations film unit this film exploies the changing expectation;;

participation in politics of women in Colombia at the national and local

level, where, despite progress since women got the vote in 1957, poliG.cs

still remains effectively a man's world. The film explores the factors

working against women's participation, demonstrates the significant and

new contribution women can make, and the need for their participation in

decision-making for a population of which they constitute a half.

30 minutes. color.

A third film in this series will be available shortly, filmed in Sri Lanka.

Available from Fieldstaff Films, American Universities Field Staff, 3 Lebanon

areet, Hanover, NH 03755.

Women in a Changing World. Part of a series of 27 films Faces of Change,

this film explores the expectations and aspirations of women in the high.. _

lands of Bolivia, the cities and towns of Afghanistan, in northern Kenya*

and on the China Coast as they respond to the psychological and technologicrl

impact of modernization and change.. Within each cultural context, in their

own words and actions, they speak'to issues of universal concern affecting

the lives of women everywhere. 48 minutes. color.

Available from Film Images, 17 West 60th Street, New York, NY 13023, or 1034

Lake Street, Oak Park, IL 66301.

The Emergim Woman. This is.a carefully researched documentary film about

the history of women in the United States produced by the Women's Film

Project, showing the varied economic, social end cultural experience of

women, how she felt about her condition, and how her sex, race and class

often determined her priorities. 40 minutes. Black and white.

Li)



Slides
p

Available from U.S. Committee for U1ICEY,331 East 38th Street, New York, NY 10016..

UNICEF and the Advancement of Wor.-m. A setof 30 slides documenting the
roles, needs, problems confronting many women in the developing world, and
some of the possibilities for change with particular attention to the role,

. of UNICEF's programs. ,0.00.

Ava'lable from'UNESCO, Office of Public Information, Place de Fontenoy, Paris,

;
Fra ce,-in limited quantity:

The Road to Development. WoMen's'Educalkon in Upper Volta. A set of 48
slides documenting a UNESCO/UNICEF sponiored project for the Equal Access
of Girls and Women to Education, initiated in 1967 and planned to last for
ten year,,. The slides document the traditional patterns of life for women
in Upper Volta and ways in which the project, by identifying real needs iv
terms of daily practical necessities and meeting these figst, has also been
able to involve the women in a functional literacy program, the benefits
of which ate far less obvious or immediate.

Q

Tapes

Available from UNICEF, Audio-Visual Services, 866 United Nations Plaza, New York,
NY 10017. A series of radio-tapes "Ends of the Earth Series."

Difficult Journey. Mary Diamanti of UNICEF's Middle Eastern Office talks
with three women leaders from the. Arab countries. The discussion shows

the conflict arising from their traditional okities as"wives and mothers
and their growing desire for vocational and teconomic freedom. 10 minutes.

Woman's Soft Voice. In an interview with Judith Spiegelman,Dr. Hoda
Badran, a progam officer with UNICEF's Cairo staff, concerned with an
Egyptian governMent project to transform a slum area outside Cairdinto a
model for other such areas, recalls her own life as it relates to the
changing role of women and their special problems - particularly in the
developing world. 17 "minutes, 24 seconds. a

Liberation of Women in the beveloping Countries. This discussion of women's
role irr the developing countries, involves six women leaders from Costa
Rica, Egypt, Indonesia, Nigeria,- Pakistan and Sierra Leone. 24. minutes.,

28 seconds.
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List of organizations, agencies and groups concerned with women and women's
development.

The Women's Bureau
U.S. Department of Labor
Constitution Avenue & 14th Stgeet, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
(for statistical and data reprints
on the U.S.)

K.N.O.W., Inc.
P.O. Box 101.97
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania 15232
(Lists reprints of publications
on the wcmen's studies in countries
around the world, aS well as detailed
syllabi and bibliography for a small
cost)

U.S Center for International
Women's Year

Dr. Ruth Bacon, Director
1630 Crescent Place, N,W.
Washington, D.C. 20009

International Women's Year Task Force
Federation of Organizations for
ecofessional Women

1776 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Secretariat for International Women's
te

Year
Mildred Marci, Coordinator
Room 1004,

State Department
Washington; MC. 20520

Women's Unite
Office of the Governor
State Capitol
Albany, New York 12224

Inter-American Commission
17th Street
N.W.

Washington,

of Women
and Constitution Avenue,

D.C. 20006
I

'60

Center for the American Women's Politics
Ruth Mender, Dieector
The Eagleton Institute of Politics
Wood Lawn, Neilson Campus.
Rutgers University
New Brunswick, New Jersey 08901

Women on Words & Images
P.O. Box 2163
Princeton, New Jersey 08540

United Nations Association
345 East 46th Street
New York, New York 10017

Bureau of Social Studies Education
Loretta Carney
The State Education Department
Albany, New York

Business & Professional Women's
Foundation

2012 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036


